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I. TIIE UMONSYSTEM OF OWNRESOURCES
The Community own resources Decisionr stipulates that own resources are
constituted by the revenue from
D agricultural and sugar levies;
ii) customs duties;
iii) "the application of a uniforrn rate[...]to the VAT assessment Dcse which is
determined in a uniform manner for lv{ember States [not exceeding for any
Member State 55Yo of its GNP]"
io) "the application of a rate to the sum of all Member States' GNP @irective
89/130 2)
The relative shares of each resource in.Community finances is itlustrated in Table 1).
Own. resources arising from VAT remained the main own resource for the
Community in the three-yearly period covered by this report. Table 2 shows the
amounts of VAT resource paid by Member States to the Community budget.
1.A. -Traditional own Resources: Information on collection and control
procedures and results
Traditional own resources (items i and ii above) are levied by Member States
on behalf of the Community. The rules for determining the Community
entitlements pursuant to these resources is laid down in Council Regulation
15521893. Regulation 1552/89 also defines the reports and information that
Member States shall send to the Commission to enable it to exercise its powers
and responsibilities in managing the own resources system.
I Council Decision (8S/3?6/EEC, Euratom) OJ Ll85/24 of t5 July 1988 on the system of the
Communities'ovyn resources. According to the new OR Decision of 3l October 1994 (Council
Decision 941728tEC, Euratom) the ceiling on the uniform rate will be reduced from l.4o% to l% in
equal steps between 1995 and 1999. Also for countries with a per capita GNP of less than 907o of tlte
community average the assessrnent base for VAT would be limited to 50% of their GNP, rather than
55o/oas at present, as from 1995. For the other Menrber States this change would be phased in, in
equal steps, over the period 1995-1999.2 Council Directive (89/t30lEEC, Euratorq OJ No. L 49/26 of 2l Febmary 1989) of 13 Febmary 19893 Council Regulation n" 1552/89 @EC, Euratonr, OJ No. L 155/9 of 7 June 1989) of 29 May 1989
inrplenrenting Decision 88/376IEEC, Euratoul on lhe s1'stenr of thc Conrnttttrities' orvn rcsotrrces.
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l.B. The VAT own resource: Information on VAT collection and control
procedures and results
As defined in Council Regulation 1553/89 of 29.5.1989 the VAT.resources
assessment base is calculated'by dividing the total nct VAT revenue collected
by a Member State during tfuat year by the [weighted average] rate at which
VAT is levied during that same yeara.
Regulation n" 1553/89 in its Article l2 also lays down that:
ul. The Member States shall provide the Commission with
information concerning the procedures which they apply for
registering taxable persons and determining. and collecting
VAT and on the modalities and results of their VAT control .
systems.
2. The Commission shall consider, together with the Member
State concerned, whether improvements to these procedures
can be contemplated with 
. 
a view to improving their
effectiveness.
3. The Commission shatl produce a report every three years on
the procedures applied in the Member States and on any
improvements contemplated.5 "
In adopting this Regulation, the Council made the following statement:
"The Council notes that the Commission intends, by the
procedure proposed, to help overcome practical difficulties in
the VAT collection and, through better circulation of
information, to help the national authorities to combat caSes,
of fraud and irregularities involving VAT. The Coiiirtil
considerg that this represents a constructive Step in the
strengthening of fraud prevention measures."
A first report was produced in February 1992.6
1.C. The GNP resource
Directive 89/130 (the GI{P Directive) lays down (Att. 3 par. 1) that Member
States produce yearly their GNP according to the common definitions.and
rules contained in the same Directive (futs. 1 and 2). Member States.must also
provide the Commission with the information necessary to show how GNP and
its component elements have been derived (Art. 3 par. 2, Arts. 4 and 5).
Council Regulation (EEC, EURATOM) no 1553/89 of 29 May
arrangements for the collection of o*n resources accming from
Regulation (OJ N'Ll55/9-13 of 7.6.89) refer.
Ibid., art. l2
SEC(92)280 Final
1989 on the definitive uniform
VAT. Anicles 3 and 4 of this
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The Commission is responsible for the verification of national GNP
calculations, with the assistance of a management committee, chaired by a
Commission representative. In this committee questions relating to the correct
implementation of the Directive, statistical sources, GNP calculation m6thods
and the measures for enhancing exhaustiveness and comparability are
examined.
2. TIBVATRESOT]RcE
2.A. The VAT resource and Member States' VAT
Following the calculation method stipulated in Article I and specified in
Articles 3 to 6 of Regulation 1553/89 Community revenue accruing from the
VAT resource shall be calculated by applying a uniform rate to the VAT base
determined in accordance with this Regulation..
Except for deviations arising from namely capping, certain derogations under
art. 28 of the sixth Directive, and special schemes for small undertakings, the
VAT base is proportional to VAT revenue where the factor of proportionality
is determined for each Member State by the inverse WAR 7.
2.8. Effectiveness of VAT procedures and Community finances
Member States have a clear incentive to enhance the effectiveness of their
registration, collection and control procedures since such initiatives will lead to
higher compliance levels, increased revenue, and to improvements in
administrative cost effectiveness. Enhanced effectiveness influences revenue
both directly through short term yield and longer term via the deterent effect
Jhat efficient administrations have on potential frauds and irregularities.
As stated in the Commission's first report divergences in national VAT
administrations' effectiveness in collecting the tax and preventing fraud can
distort the burden sharing of financing the Community budget in a number of
ways,
- For example ,low efficiency in registration, collectiorq and control
procedures could result in a revenue shortfall and, therefore, in a shortfall of
the VAT resource. The shortfall must be compensated for with an increased
call on the GNP resource, thus altering the relative shares of the VAT and
the GNP resources. The additional call on the GNP resource is financed by
all Member States. The consequences of low e{Iiciency in one Member
State are therefore partly shifted to the other Member States in the
form of increased VAT and GNP payments. The shifting proportions
vary according.to each Member State's share in the VAT base and in GNP.
- The efficiency of VAT collection and control on import transactions is also
correlated with that of collection of traditiorial own resources. A
7 Weighted average rare is rcfcrred to in Art. 4 of Regul:ttion l5-53/89.
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reduction in VAT frauds and irregularities for imports is likely to result in
increased revenue from customs duties and agricuriurar levies.
- Where tax statistics are used in order to estimate GNp, inefficiencies inVAT collection and control might have an effect on the calculation of theGNP basis.
- As described above, VAT assessment bases are capped where they exceed
55Yo of the Member state's GNP. If a Member state'!s GNp is understated
because underground activity is insufficiently taken into account, tfren its
vAT base may wrongry'be capped. These possibre capping distortions
could also induce shifts in the relative burden ofMember Stat.r.
Delays in collection as well as overuse of arrangements that defer thepayment of VAT debt might also introduce distortions. If a VAT debt
accrued in one year is colrected one or more years rater, then vAT
assessment bases might vary unpredictably. To the extent that VAT bases
are close to the capping threshord, rate coilection may arso IeaJ to
unwarranted capping and hence to reduced VAT resource revenue.
The Commissioq which is entrusted with the monitoring of transposition ofCommunity legislation into national provisions, must therefore see to it that
equivalenr, high revers of administrative effectiveness 
"r; "d;;J Cy auMember States so that the distortions in the burden sharing resulting homdifferences in performance are reduced to a minimum.
STRUCTTJRE AND CONTENTS OF THE REPORT
This..report is organised as folrows. Having examined above the rerev4nce of theeffi;f1cv of VAT procedures for own resources Chapter I reviews the conclusionsandfollow up plan of the first report, and compares the evolution of Member States,VAT procedures by reference to them.
The first report recognised the importance of the 'economic and institutional
environment for the 
_structure and operations of the various vAT procedures.chapter 2 examines the evolution of some major indicators of Member States, vATpopulations and of their administrative structures over the period rggz-rgg4.
while recognising the importance of all vAT procedures, the present report focusesthe attention on the planning and undertaking of two ofihem: control (Chapter 3)and debt management (Chapter 4). These-activities represlnt tte core of VATadministration, and in these ur.u. i*portant developments have been achieved inrecent years.
In order to ascertain that the changes introduced in administrative proceduresactually produce the expected efficiency improvem"ntr--tut"rnU"1. States areincreasingty equipping themsetves with evatuation and ;;;;;;;;r;r; ;ilor..5 reviews these systems as they are applied to VAT control and debt management.
-7 -
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Chapter 6 concludes with a brief overview of the possible evolution of the legal and
institutional frameworlg' advances a series of suggestions and, outlines a work plan
for the next three Years.\
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Cnnpren I
For,r,ow TJP To rln Fnsr REPoRT
I. I. SUIflVIARY oF TIIE CovrIussloN. s wonK PRoGRAMME
In the first report the commission proposed a five point workplan. It was proposed
that:
i) Member States would regularly advise the commission of changes to and
results of their collection and control procedures (including specific measures
against fraud);
similar to point (i) the Commission would make regular reports to the Member
States;
iii) the Commission would with the relevant Member States' agreement, distribute
specific documentation and information received that could in its opinion
contribute to improvements in other Member States;
iv) the Commission would hold regular meetings with Member States to considerjointly the measures implemented following point (iii) above; and
v) the Commission would organise seminars where considered appropriate to
foster closer co-operation between Member States' Administrations and to
. 
promote a complete understanding of their respective procedures and practices
1.2 Suvnnmy oFsucccsrloNs FRoMTTTE FIRSTREpoRT
The report identified a number of suggestions that were summarised as follows:
One Objective: Enhance voluntary compliance
Four ways: - Reduce compliance costs (in particular through simplification)
- Strengthen information and service to the tipayer'
- Diversify audit programmes with both riskled and broad visit
plans
- Further develop flexible, agile debt collection procedures
Three rules: - comprehensivq balanced computerisation plans
- Reinforced staff training prograrnmes
- Geographical and functional co-ordination between til(
serviceb within and across Member States
iD
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1.3.
Detailed suggestions were made in the following five main areas:
a) measures to promote taxpayeCs voluntary compliance by minimising their
compliance costs and giving them an image of commitment to a fair and
efficient service,
b) that the various enforcement measures should be oriented towards re-
establishing voluntary compliance;
c) that computerisation should gradually be applied to all procedures along the
chain from registration to payment collection;
d)that there should be re-organisation and rationalisation of registration and
audit procedures by co-ordination with other fiscal administrations,
goverrunent departments and public enterprises; and
e) staff training prograrnmes should be oriented towards enabling officials to
,keep abreast of changes in the legal and business environment.
IIrr,Br,CENtltION OF TI{E WORK PROGRAMME
The Commission imptemented the work prograrnme by means of seminars, biJateral
meetings and videoconferences. It also produced a questionnaire to assist in the
collection of information for prdparation and inclusion in this report.
The Commission organised four VAT own resources seminars. The first was held in
Brussels on VAT Debt Management and Enforcement (April 1993). The second was
held in Bonn on Planning, undertaking and evaluating VAT Control (November 93).
The third in Brussels *ui u review of the impaot of the lst VAT report (July 199a);
and the'fourth held in London (October 1994) dealt mainly with delayeil payment
arangements and with the evaluation of procedures in terms of administrative and
compliance costs.
The view of the Commission and Member States is that these seminars haveprovided
a useful forum to foster closer co-operation and have presented the opportunity for
all parties to discuss and exchange ideas and initiatives on good practice. Knowledge
about practices and procedures has contributed to overall improvements in the
collection and control of VAT and enhanced the fight against fraud.
Apart from these seminars, other initiatives also contributed to the achievement of
thl aims set out in this Report: the Matthaeus Tax Seminars in the field of VAT, the
regular meetings of the Advisory Committee on Own Resources and the Standing
CJmmittee foiAdministrative Co-operation as well as an experiment in the control
of multinational enterprises can be cited in the respect.
OVNNVTBW OFDEVELOPMENTS IN MEMBER STATBS STNCE TTIE FIRST RTPORT
Developments in Member States have been in general consistent with the orientations
identified in the First Report, and even fully consistent for some of them (F, IIK).
1.4.
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A good example is the dynamic area of computerisation where many large networks
with modern audit software and sophisticated control prograrnmes have been
installed. The use of personal computers has sharply increased in the last two years
with several Member States (D, DK E, F, L UK) equipping a large, nirmber of
inspectors and audit staff with them. Luxembourg'is urtiu.ty planning their
The field of measures to promote voluntary compliance (see 1.2.(a) above) and in
particular with regard to the simplification of procedures is on" urea where less
improvement has been achieved. Two Member States (D, E) s(ressed the difficulties
to minimise the number of changes to legislation given the need to adjust to changes
in Community law. For the same reason Portugal stated it would find it difficult to
group amendments. Reluctance was expressed by the United Kingdom and keland
about establishing co-operation arrangements with professional associations
concerning VAT registration formalities. They did not wish to delegate the right tir
refuse registration to an authority outwith their administrations. Such delegation was
not provided in P, either. Germany stated that multi purpose forns, in order to be
acceptable, should be clear to avoid confusing tax payers.
Portugal reported that revenue collection by financial institutions or post offices was
not possible within its current legislation, Luxembourg pointed out that no
competence has been attributed to such bodies.
The suggestions on enforcement methods (see 1.2.(b) above) were generally found
by Member States to be in line with their current practices.-The delegation of minor
, arrears collection to private collection companies was considered iiappropriate by
several Member States (8, DK F, G& P). Spain reported that while it did so in the
past that it had recently taken over collqction from private firms. By contrast those
Member States who have adopted this suggestion find the arrangement satisfactrjry(I,IRL).'
In the area of computerisation (see 1.2.(c) above) the Commission's orientations
were fully in line *ith Member States'developments or plans. The United Kingdom
reported that whilst it had no specific plans regarding a single identification code for
' traders it was creating a unique number for all those under Customs & Excise
responsibility.
Member States reported that they were in line with the orientations in the areas of re-
organisation and rationalisation of procedures and stafftraining.
I.5. EXANPLEs oF SIGMFIcA}IT INITIATTVEs oR PRAcTIcEs
Several Member States reported initiatives or practices which are worthy of note
some of which will be presented in more detail in the following chapters.
Legal data bases
Legal data bases have been developed which contain a wide range of advice
and legal precedents. They operate on a subscriber basis and are used
extensively by practitioneis who tend to be the main interface between the tax
payer and the Administrarion (D, F).
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Multi-tax control
It is widely recognised that problems in one tax area often have implications
for another. Joint control of taxes enables inspectors to have a global picture
when auditing or,inspecting businesses and this has been reported to fuirprove
allocation of control staffresources (DK D, F, IRL, NL). A joint tax approach
has also been reported useful in offsetting debts from one tax area against
repayments in another. Belgium is currently planning to merge the
administration of VAT and direct taxation; this should facilitate the
development of multitor control.
Enforcement I
Two very proactive control practices were reported:
i) Administration staffwill often contact businesses by telephone when a
payment of tax is not received timeously. If the explanation given is
not sufficient recovery action is initiated immediately (DK tIK).
ii) For certain types of businesses where there are persistent enforcement
problems the administration may consider instructing public bodies to
withdraw their special authorisations without which they may not
trade @, DK). (See chaPter 4)-
Simptified collection methods
A system to facilitate tax payments either directly to the central bank @) or
through financial institutions which in turn- forward the ta,r a_1e9tlV to the
,.ntr.l bank is operating in several Member States (E, IRL, I, L) in order to
simplis the collection procedures and to ensure that taxes are brought to
account more swiftly. (See chapter 5).
Payment by credit card
The acceptance of 'payments of tax tiabilities by credit card to foster prompa
payment is currently being considered by Italy.
Computerisation
France has a national real time system (MEDOC) for the control and
management of taxes thus ensuring that information concerning traders is as
up-to-date as possible and is available to staff at a local level.
Computer software which is capable of measuring costs of control and thus
influencing the use of resources in the most effective manner is used by several
Member States (E, P, IJK). In most cases there is a ftnge of performance
measures and indicators in use. (See chaptbr 5)'
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CrHprnn 2
CruNcns rN VAT ADMrMsrRArrox w MTMBER SrlrEs
SINCE TIM FTRST REPORT
2.1. VAT rxMnil,nsn SrlrEs' FINAr\cEs
A review of the relative proportion of national tax revenues contributed by VAT
indicated that VAT's share in national tax revenue was in lgg28 highest in Greece
Q'6%), keland, United Kingdom (over 20Yo) and lowesr in Italy (under l5o/o). Given
that the level of fiscal effort (taxes and social charges as percentage of GNP) rang$
from 34Yo in the United Kingdom to 48Yo in Denmark and Luxembourg, VAT
collection as percentage of GNP was highest in Greece and Denmark (lQ,7To and
9,3Yo), whereas in all other Member States it remained below theSo/o level. [Table 3]
2.2. T rsc IYER ctIARAcTERJsTIcs
The First Report recognised 'that the structure and eflectiveness of VAT
administration are greatly influenced .by the characteristics of the taxpayer
' population. This is why the main characteristics rendering administrations'
performance easier or more difficult are taken up agai4 notab-ly the number of
taxPayers, their size, their business activities and their geographical distribution.
The number of traders registered for VAT purposes has increased in all Member
States since the first report (Table 16). Consequently, ta:r administrations have to
face i cbntinuous process of adaptation to optimise the use of their resour6bs.
Compared to the situation reviewed in the First Report the size distribution of firms
has most significantly changed in Belgium, Italy and the United Kingdom as well as
in Gerrnany due to the reunification. Belgium has increased its relative shares of both
micro-sized firms and large firms. Italy has had a reduction in the nuniber of smalt
enterprises. In Italy the number of micro-sized firms has reduced as well, relatively
; easing the administration of VAT. The United Kingdom has significantly increased its
relative share of micro-sized fiims; the number of taxable persons has been low. (See
Table 4)
The proportion of businesses in "sensitive"e'sectors which are difficult to administer
although diminishing in most Member States (most remarkably in NL, but also
significantly in D and L), has slightty increased in the United Kingdom. The
percentage of "sensitive" firms remains highest in Italy (82%) with Belgiurn, Spain,
Luxembourg, Portugal, and United Kingdom showing levels around 75Yo. On the
l99l for DK GR, IRL, L, P
Categories 5' 6,7 and 9 of NACE have been considered "sensitive" sectors. Tlrese inctude buildings
and civil engineering; distributive trades, hotets, catering, repairs; transport and communication; ot5er
services. Sec Tables 4,5.
8
9
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contrary, both the Netherlands (60%) and Germany (66%) have a relatively large
nnon-sensitive" taxpayer population (see Table 5). The turnover breakdown between
nsensitive" and "non+ensitive" sectors may have still more relevance. Amongst those
Member States where data are available (B, DK D, F, I, P), Denmark- s'hows the
highest concentration of turnover in "sensitive" sectors @a%) followed by Belgium
and Italy, the remaining three showing ratios pf 507o or less.
2.3. FTNCTIONAL STRUCTI'RE
As already stressed in the first report, there remain differences in tax administrations'
functional structure. However, there seems to be a tendency in Member States to
uni$ direct ta:< and VAT tasks in one department (D, DK E, IRL, I, NL, planned in
B).
In relation to the apportionment of responsibilities for transactions depending on
their origin (dombstic, intra-Community or third countries) the same administrations
and departments are competent for administering registration of taxpayers, tax
assessment and control. However, certain Member States have provided the
intervention of special services and units for VAT on imports (E, F, IRL, I, NL' P)
The Netherlands have also created a central unit supporting the control of intra-
CommunitY transactions
Concerning recovery and enforcement, the use of specialised services and
departments has been increased in..Member States- !n ltaly al'rears enforcement is
now delegated to factoring companies (" concessio narii " )'
2.4.. T.I{ERESPECTTVE RESPONSIBILITIES OF CENTRAL AND LOCAL OFFICES
The tiend to apportion more responsibility from headquarters to local VAT ofEces
these being n*r.rt to the trader and his socio-economic field of activities, is
indicated in Table 6.
Most Member States centrally formulate their annual statements of priorities,
establish national objectives, and provide technical guidelines and computer support
to local managers. Iio*.u"r, increasingly debt enforcement decisions and the choice
of those taxable persons to be controlled and the duration and depth of the control is
being left to regional or local managers.
2.4.1. Central iesPo nsibilities
A number of key roles are centrally administered in most Member States which
include
The determination of the national control resource available (e.g- an
assessment of the available working capacity) and the manner in which it
will be allocated to different regions (e.g. number of taxpayers per region).
- Making availabte general methodology guidelines, e.g. highlighting
developments such as the opening of fiscal frontiers on I . I .93 (F), and other
economic or legal develoPments.
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- Monitoring the quality and effectiveness of the regionally undertaken tax
collection and control procedures (see chapter 5).
-, Determining the broad sectors and activities that control should concilntrate
on (E, I). Trade sectors particularly susceptible to fraud or that have a
strategic economic importance (e.g. banla in D) are identified. Identified
trade sectors are also closely monitored regarding debt collection (see
chapter 4).
- Planning nationally aproportion of the control resource to,be used to check
ta"xable persons undertaking intracommunity transactions @, f), or to give
central advice for local controls @).
t
- Setting up teams with expertise in areas such as monitoring and combating
ta,x fraud. This role might involve
- gathering all docrrmentary evidence on fraud
- co-ordinating measures for investigating and following up cases
- taking direct action in serious cases of persistent fraud
and co-ordinating aird establishing the criteria that might be used in
inspection measures regionally or locally to uncover fiaud.
In this regard France produces annually a comprehensive overview of the
various types 
, 
of fraud coming to the attention of. the departments
"responsible for control. Each year about 100 entries on.fraud techniques,
most relevant to VAT, are produced. In Greece special attention is given to
taxable persons who have.established false invoices. Once detected they are
centrally listed and communicated to all regional control services.
2.4.2. Locat responsibitities
'The key responsibilities exercised by the centre in the Member.ttates are
nevertheless being increasingly matched by the responsibilities at the regional
or local level. The increased delegation of responsibilities has arisen as
Member States recognise the value of ptu*ing and undertaki4g control and
enforcement tasks closer to the taxpayer. In doing so they have capitalised on'
the opportunities oflered by the many recent technical advancements in
computerisation, which make co-ordination easier.
Even in those Member States where the degree of centralised planning is the
most significant there is alwayS an important role for the regional offices such
as:
The selection regionally or locally of local prograrnmes or taxable persons
using local research and the knowledge of the local officials. Such
programmes are intended to reflect the specific characteristics of taxpayers
in respective areas. Local and regional selection prograrnmes are often bejoined with any central programmes prior to the issuing of an agreed
'national plan'@).
in circumstances where a list of taxpayers is provided to local managers for
control (either on the basis of statistical/economic reviews or reurns
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checking) or fbr enforcement most local offices retain a considerable degree
of autonomy in determining cases to be persued (8, GR).
- Decisions on affangements to delay payments up to a certain level (see
chapter 4).
- In some Member States (D, DK F, NL, UK) there exists a greater
responsibility at alocal level to select those traders for control and to follow
up recovery of VAT debt on the basis of locally determined criteria. This is
done within centrally agreed budgetary and stafEng allocations (UK).
Furthermore Denmark and the United Kingdom set revenue and results
. targets for each regionallocal office.
2.5. HTJMAN RESOURCES, TRAII\ING AND COMPTITERTSATION
Organisational differences and particularly the trend towards nulti-tax
administrations in Member States make it difficult to assess and compare the staff
and resources allocated to VAT administration tasks and are an obstacle to the
comparison of resources in. Member States' administrations (see Table 7). When
comparing the evolution of staffsince the First Report it can be noted that:
- the number of controllers has increased in Ireland and Luxembourg;
- the general staffresources have remained stable in Greece, France (DGI), Italy and
the United Kingdom;
The controls at internal frontiers aird the transition-al VAT regime have not resulted
in significant changes in stafflevels.
The increase in the 'number of registered taxable persons and the increased
comple4ity of the tasks entrusted to the VAT administration incl-uding the
transitional VAT arrangements, together with limited increases in human resources
has led all Member States to attach increasing importance to improving productivity
by training and comPuterisation.
As concerns training all Member States run training programs for new recruits and
continued programmes on new legislation and other relevant issues for more senior
staff. The duration and coverage of those programs, as well as the mix of courses
and on.the-job training continue to vary widely across Member States (see Table
g,9). General and speiific VAT training is organised by administrations on central
and/or local level.
Increasingly, the importance of Community issues and anti-fraud training @, NL) is
recognised and reflected in special training programs.
In all Member States computerisation has been further developed as shown in Table
10. Procedures of registration and of control of missing declarations have been
computerised, the other procedures enjoy full automatisation in most Member States.
Use of expert systems for control and selection of taxpayers to be controlled is made
or contemplated in the majority of Member States. (Annex 7)
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2.6. Cosr-EFFEcrrvENEss AND EeuAl,rry oF TREATMENT
All Member States pur.sue as general objectives of VAT administration the
maximisation of the collection of (short-term and longer-term) VAT revenub. All aim
at maximising levels of voluntary compliance, and minimising and deterring
avoidance and evasion, particularly by detecting and repressing the most complex
fraud cases.
Revenue maximisation or efficiency is best served by allocating resources to detect
and correct the groups of traders for which the expected increase in tax liability is
highest. Risk analysis techniques are increasingly used by all Member States to help
attain this objective. Revenue maximisation may also help the administration to
project an image of efficiency and hence detei avoidance and induce voluntary
compliance
Administrations that emphasise the efticiency objective tend to establish high
registration tkesholds, and produce targeted, risk-based control and debt recovery
plans.
, Extensive coverage implies ensuring that all taxpayers regardless of their size,
activity or location have a similar probability of being audited and enforced by the
administration. Low registration thresholds, broad control prograrnmes based on the
' ucontrol cycle" (the average frequency of controls for a typical firm) and systematic
pursuit of'all debts, are rneant to serve this objective and help deter taxable persons
from future non compliance.
Member States'registratioq assessment, collection and control plans are influenced
by a trade-offbetween these two major, more specific objectives. While all Member '
States pay attention to both objectives, Denmarlg the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom place emphasis on the maximisation of results while Belgium ernphasises
more exhaustive treatment of all taxpayers.
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CHAPTER3
PT,.q,NMNC AND UNDERTAKING VAT COT.MNOT,
II.TTRoDUCTION
VAT is self-assessed by tacable persons in their returns. Control procedures aim at
checking the level of voluntary compliance, that is, at checking the reported ta:< debt
for completeness and accuracy. This involves:
l. analysing the information submitted by taxable persons in their returns and
checking it against other relevant information available to the VAT
administration from various sources,
2. selecting those taxable persons to be controlled,
3. for the taxable persons to be controlled, checking the information reported
against a number of relevant trader specific indicators or general ratios
singled out by the administration which.can be infened from the accounting
or other information available from the inspebted trader or third parties.
The general objectives of control do not differ-from those of the other VAT
functions, referred to in chapter 2 above, namely to maximise the collection of
(short-term and longer-term) VAT revenue by the cost-effective use of resources,
and to do so by ma,ximising levels of voluntary compliance, and minimising and
detening avoidance and evasioq particularly by detecting and repressing. the most
complex fraud cases.
The range of performance indicators and targets typicatly used in Member States
alongwith a review of the operational procedures to monitor and evaluate
performance will be disclssed in chapter 5.
This chapter will identiff the challenges that are facing Member States in undertaking
their controls and outline the planning and operational methodologles that they have
adopted to meet their respective control objectives.
GITTMNTNG INTELLIGENCE
The information enabling Member States to check the completeness and accuracy of
tax returns is largely held by taxable persons. Hence Member States, in addition to
tackling their planning also gather intelligence on trader's activities in a systematic
manner.
This intelligence when allied with an analysis of the trader population to identiff
those most likely to evade or underreport their tax liability contributes to an
approach that is both cost effective in the discovery of additional tax liability and can
3.2.
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, have a deterrent effect on that proportion of the taxable persons not actively
controlled.
' The information available to respective Member States on the individual t?xable
persons and their taxable operationq does'vary. All Member States have access to
accounting records of the trader; whereas access to banking records may be limited
to certain specific information requests. Most VAT administrations have also access
to the records and files of other tax services (particularly if VAT is controlled jointly
with direct taxes); and sometimes to relevant social security records.
In addition to the recapitulative statement of intracommunity transactions to other
Member States provided for in Article 22.6 b) of the Sildh VAT Directivg some
Member States (E- P) additionally require the preparation by taxable persons of
listings detailing all traders to whom even domestic supplies have been made.
Denmarlg Italy and Spain are also able to monitor other key transactions by ta"rable
persons such as real estate or vehicle purchases which are fed into cbmprehensive
datasystems managed by the tax administration.
Some Member States have found it particularly useful in gathering intelligence on the
operations of specific trade sectors to actually organise their control activities so as
to maximise the knowledge of particular trade sectors or categories (D, DK I, IRL,
NL)
Denmark and Ireland place emphasis on early visits to traders. Strch an approaoh
' ryhilst serving to assist the future compliance of the'taxable. person also is an
, 
effective registration control that limits the potential risk of future evasion.
In most Member States research and empirical studies are carried out reviewing the
previous years experience of tax controls and other external information to
supplement their intelligence gathering noted above.
3.3. A-lcA.r,ysrxc Truopn Popur,arroN FoR Con rnor, Selrcrlox
. In selecting the ta:rable persons to be controlled as part of their control prograrnmes,
Member States in general allocate available resources to control those groups of
taxable persons rnost likely to evade or avoid their tax liability or those for which the
potential for ta,x recovery is the greatest relative to the cost of control.
Most Member States also ensure that controls are organised so as to have a broad
impact in terms of encouraging improved compliance in the trader population as a
whole.
The large number of taxable persons in Member States and the volume of statistics
and intelligence available has required the development of increasingly sophisticated
computer systems that act as an aid to control selection. Such developments have
improved the quality and effectiveness of desk audit procedures. These developments
have allowed some Member States to more carefully select, or even reduce the
numbers of control visits undertaken. France, with about 2,5 million taxable persons
uses such techniques to assist it in undertaking more than half a million documentary
controls each year. Based on the results of these some 37,000 control visits might be
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3.4.
undertaken. In comparison the United Kingdonq with 1.6 million taxable persons,
places emphasis on control visits, selected on the basis of a twice yearly automatic
risk analysis, rather than on desk audit. Some 378.000 traders are visited. annually.
(See Table l6).
ChrrsRrA AND Drcrsrox Rur,ns
Most Member States apply a range of criteria listed below in selecting the
homogeneous group, sectoq activity, and of individual taxable persons most likely to
be inspected. The use,of these criteria alongwith the appropriate decision rules
allows'Member States to broadlV letermine 
a number of aspects:
a) the type of investigation e.g. VAT refund controt, intracommunity transaction
chec[ large business, or risk trader;
b) the breath and depth of the control to be canied out e.g. a broad inspection for all
taxes covering all periods, or short inspection covering only the present tax period,
or to check compliance with invoice or other VAT legal requirements (e.g.
intermediate controls in Greece in cases of the irregular presentation of returns);
c)the level and experience ofthe staffto be used that will ensure that cases are
assigned to the most appropriately trained controllers.
Some decision rules are based on a consistency check of individual traders' returns
with either his own previous returiis or with referehce levels and averages based on
the returns of traders in comparable trade sectors or geographical areas. These
reference levels are regularly updated and amended.
For tho.se taxable persons whose risk assessment does not warrant -immediate
control, some Member States set targets that would ensure that as many traders as
possible are controlled within a time limit, normally 5 years, that will allow legal
ir"ou"ry of under-declarations. However other Member States recognise given the
vast nu,mbers of SMEs that it is unlikely with limited resources available that all.
eniities might be covered in that period. One Member State anticipates that very
small firms will be contiolled on average once every 57 years. Other Member States
whilst not seeking to determine any control cycle for the majority of firms would
nevertheless consider it important in tackling very large firms that a cyclical approach
,should be taken so as to determine the specific trading areas of risk to be examined
(DK GR, IRL, NL, UK, etc.).
The practical impact of such decisions in Member States can be seen in Tables 13
and iA and Annex 6. With reference, to large, medium and small enterprises, these
tables note the average duration of a control, the number of inspectors participating
and how often controls on the respective enterprises might be carried out.
RIsK cRITERTA 
!,
The criteria most widely reported by Member States in selecting groups or individual
traders for control are the following:
3.5.
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3.5.1. Financial Risk Criteria
- Size and structure of the business
- Turnover and number of employees
- For groups of companies, the number of branches and their national
and international spread
- Revenue activities
- Turnover
' . - Tax throughput levels (level of input tax plus level of output tax)
- Turnover / total input tax ratio
Turnover / number ofemployees (perhaps cross-checked to social
security records)
- Profit margin percentages
- Level of partial exemptions
The complexity oftraders accounts
- Number of accounting documents processed and record systems.
- The quality of taxable persons internal controls
auditors
- Sectors whose customers are end consumers
- cash trading
- Sectors with difticulties in providing justification of purchases e.g. from
individuals
-- -Firms entitled to repayment of VAT or compensation
- Firms undertaking intracommunity transactions
- discrepancies between declared inputs and inputs identified using
the VIES system
- the usi of non existent or incorrect VAT registration number
- Newly registered firms.
3.5.2. Compliance record criteria
- Failures to submit compulsory documentation
- Failures to submit VAT returns
- Incidences of latg partial or non payment
- Previous under-declarations discovered or voluntarily disclosed
- Reputation of proprietorVdirectors (e.g. previous involvements with
bankrupt or insolvent traders with VAT debts)
It should be stressed that complementing the use of such models most Member
States rely on the professionaltraining of controllers themselves at a regional or local
level to make the final control selection.
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Some Member States (DK NI-, UK) combine the use of financial risk indicators with
indicators of compliance record in determining the type, breadth and depth of control
that they will undertake. in other Member States (8, I, P) such criteria are used both
by the centre to define the trader profiles for control and. by local officers'to select
individual taxable persons within the profiles selected for inspection.
Other Member States (I, IRL, UK) selecting traders for control on such criteria will
also undertake information visits that will supplement existing control statistics and
enhance the quality of future selection exercises.
3.6. UNDERTAKING VAT CONTR,OL. SOI,C SELECTED EXAMPLES
The realisation by a number of Member States (B, DK E, F, IRL, UK) that the risks
of VAT avoidance and evasion are linked to the specific practices of different trade
sectors has led them to identiff a number of high risk industries such as hotels,
restaurants, bars; professional trades e.g. lawyers, dentists, hairdressers; garages and
vehicle repairs; goldsmiths and jewellers; construction, cleaning and related
industries. (See Annex 18)
The improved ability to identi$ such sectors allows Member States to focus on
particular areas so u, to irptovetheir knowledge of the operations involved.
-The Netherlands have structured its tzu< offices on a team basis, with each team
responsible for the control of individual ta,x entities identified on the basis of their
financial and / or fiscal interests anil relationships (e.g. farming, constructior\ bars /
restaurants, new comPanies etc.).
Ireland has adopted a.similar approach and has reorganised its control administration
into tpn.sectors e.g. investmint and rental companies, group and publig limited
companies. Each seltor deals with the requirements of trader categories that have
been structured around the major sectors of the economy'
For both of these Member States this approach has been supplemented by the use of
team audits (for joint tax audits) and has been based on the development of extensive
trade profile'manuals. Such manuals provide.a guide to assist the control work. Their
contents typically include background audit experience, case selection notes, pre-
audit prepaiatory work and standardised audit programmes tailored to_ttlejfentified
risks of each sector. Such standardised programmes are also used in D, I, UK'
The VAT control methodologies used by Member States when undertaking a control
involve the systematic appfiJation of a range of VAT control procedures which if
carried out satisfactorily'will assist in ensuring that the control work is consistenily
completed to a high itandard. Tables l l and 12 outline for all Member States the
rangl of cbntrol procedures used at the various stages of the audit from the
pr"l-irin"ry checksikough to the procedures applied in undertaking a control visit.
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3.7. VAT coNTRoL INA RrsK sEcroR
The actual range of controls undertaken on risk sectors such as a sector whose
customers are end consumers payrng cash e.g. restaurants, might include scimsor all
of the following checks.
The identification and selection of such traders can initially include exercises to
detect the deliberate or non deliberate failure of a trader to notify their liability to
register for VAT. The United Kingdom which undertakes a "policing' of the trader
base undertakes extensive research including reviewing trade and commercial
telephone directories. Otherwise if the traders are knowr! Italy for example selects a
taxable person whose reported profitability is inadequate or for whom the level of
consumption and expenditure on purchases or services is high in comparison with the
amount of income. 
:
The control of such a trader can inctude an inspection of registers and checks on
compliance with formal obligations, supplemented by a check on the consistenry of
the VAT revenue with the firms activities. Such checks can be based on the
administration's own background knowledge of the specific. sector; trends in the
balance sheet; the location of accounting records and of other business or storage
areas; knowledge of the firms inputs which do not generate deductible VAT e.g. staff
costs.
Using the example of the restaurant trade, careful detailing and checking of labour
used to compulsory documentation records can jdentifr- undeclared labour. For
restaurants, regular visits, to evaluate the average number of customers and acquiring
a copy of ttre menu, can allow a calculation of the average amounts charged to be
compared with tax receipt counterfoils issued and cash till readings.
The use of till interrogation techniques on modern cash tills by Member States (t]6
F) allows an analysis of the traders cash activities on an audit roll. Efforts by traders
to conceal or alter these records have been countered by an increase in visits without
appointments.
Where the taxable persQq to maintain acceptable profit levels, suppresses purchases
so as to disguise undeclared sales (whose inputs are mainly zero rated or have a high
labour charge) there is a need to check suppliers' records of sales against the
purchase records of customers. Some Member States (8, P) require all traders to
provide lists of domestic suppliers. Belgium uses taxpayers' declarations to establish
similar lists. These listings are effectively applied in targeting those traders who seek
to misstate their VAT liability and are atso an effective tool in tackling fraud using
false invoices. The United Kingdom is in the process of developing a computer
programme which will analyse the declared purchases bf a business with a view to
correlating them with an estimate of the actual purchases that would be 'needed, to
service both the customer base and the product or service range.
3.8. VAT coNTRoL oFLARGETRADERS
As regards size; analysis of traders by Member States has shown that some 4 to llyo
of the largest taxable persons may account for some 70 to 80% of tax revenues
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whilst some 70o/o of the population of registered taxable persons, normally the
smallest businesses, may contribute only a very small percentage of resource.
The control of large traders is increasingly becoming an exercise that is plannEd and
undertaken separately from that of small and medium firms. The relative size of such
companies, their considerable revenue contributioq the complexity of their
accounting and book-keeping systems, and their dealing with often intranational or
international subsidiaries has been recognised. These controls aim at covering all ta,x
periods (e.g. D). They require training control officers with particularly advanced
audit and tax skills, and the use of more complex auditing packages.
The control of large traders normally requires a different approach from that of other
traders interms o(the cycle of coverage, the duration and depth of the control, and
the level of training for staffinvolved.
Member States recognise this and have adopted specific control strategies for large
firms often using a systems based approach (F, NL, UK). The systems approach is
designed to ensure that all aspects of the traders business are looked at syst6matically
according to perceived risks. The approach requires the documentation and
awareness of the revenue significance of the traders structure, organisation and
accounting systems. The geographical spread and the business diversity of
subsidiaries can require the co-ordinated assistance of regional or local teams in
some Member States.
When undertaking control of a large trader on a cycJical basis a specific trader system
will be targeted e.g. purchase ledger. The specifio risk areas are identified and
documented using flowcharts, narrative descriptions alongwith responses to
questionnaires designed to identifr the key controls.
Some Member States (F, tlK) would consult with the organisations concerned
department of the internal audit who may have already undertaken part of this w9rk.
The key control systems are then evaluated so as to determine whether the traders
system will provide accurate and timely information to allow him to meet his fiscal
rlsponsibilities. Evaluation is done using a combination of compliance tests (that
confirm if the control has worked consistently and correctly) and tests that
substantiate the value and correctness of the transactions themselves. The necessary
extent of physical checking of transactions, statistically sampled, will depend on the
degree of effectiveness ofthe operation of the internal controls.
In undertaking controls, particularly of large traders, Member States' administrations
(D, DK, E, F;NL, IJK) will maximise the use of computer assisted audit techniques
that assist in the extraction and analysis of trader data that is downloaded onto the
controllers PC. Such software facilities are widely used in Member States to allow
the flexible file analysis and sampling across the range of trader files e.g. inventory,
payroll, general and sales ledgers. The facilities of the software are extensive and
inituO" fiI" 
"o*pu.isons, 
consistency checks, sampling (randorq statistical etc.),
record stratificatitn, and flexible reporting formats and graphics. Member States (8,
DK, F, NL, UK) are finding the use of such file interrogation software to be a cost
effective method of facilitating the analysis of the traders appropriate financial {iles
on their own PCs. These techniques are being used currently in the control of large
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firms undertaking intracommunity operations. The use of expert systems highlighted
in the first report has also been significantly extended (see Annex Z).
3.9. CorrnoLLrNG spEcrFrc VAT nrsrcs
For those taxable persons whose circumstances in themselves present a separate risk
(e.g. new registration traders, VAT refunds), Member States have developed specific
criteria and parameters alongwith associated objectives that determine the selections
for control. Annex 8 describes the range of procedures used by Member States in
controlling VAT refunds.
3.10 Co-opERATIoN wITH orrrER Mrlmnn Srarns INpLANNTNc AND INDERTAKING
CONTROL
Most Member States (see annex 10) have devetoped some forms of co-operation in
planning controls particularly on a bilateral basis.
One of the most developed links is that between the United Kingdom and Ireland. A
Memorandum of Understanding provides for operational co-operation regarding the
risk to tax revenues in trade between the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland. A
programme of audit and control visits is agreed each year whereby traders involved
in cross-border trade ard selected for control action. The results of these controls are
exchanged. The selection of traders is usually focused on sectors perceived as having
a particular risk notably'market/mobile traders, cash and carry outlets.
A number of Member States are currently participating in an experiment on
Multinational trader control organised by the Commissionro. This experiment wilt be
completed in 1995. Annex 5 summarises the guidelines currently us"d by penmark in
implementing simultaneous audits with swederq Finland and Norway.
3. 1 I. ITwn ovING TAXABLE PERSoNS RIGHTS AND A ccEss To INFoRMATIoN
In most Member States unless fraud is suspected taxable persons are advised in
advance of the date of a control and may in iome (DK D, d, r, Nr; be advised of
the business area to be examined. Similarly in most Member States the control
findings can be discussed with the trader prior to the preparation of the contrbl
report. Also traders can be advised in advance of the likely imposition of a severe
penalty and given an opportunity to present their case. In all Member States a taxable
person can appeal on the conclusions ofa control (see Table l5).
Council Conclusion of ll July 1994 concerning the fight against fraud 94lC Z\Z\OL (OI C2921of
20. r0.91).
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CIil:TER4
VAT DEBT MANAGEMENT
Onlecnrvns
The overall objectives of VAT administratioq i,e. revenue maximisation, maximising
voluntary compliance and minimising and detening avoidance and evasion are
translated in the debt management area into the following more specific objectives:
a) promoting prompt Payment
b) preventing new affears from getting older and clearing outstanding arrears.
PBoMoTING PRoMPT P.l,Ytr,c,xt
In order to avoid VAT arrears from occurring all Member States promote voluntary
prompt payment by reducing compliance costs (seg chapter 5), more closely
monitoring traders to aqalyse their risk of default and by applying, where necessary'
preventive tneasures (e.g. requesting guarantees)
Close monitoring of traders, their payment position and their solvency requires
gathering information in a way similar to that required in planning and undertaking
control. in addition d.ata on the taxable person's assets position is gathered.
Such intelligence is obtained from the data base of taxpayer's global fiscal situ.ation
(B, D, E, F, I, L, P) or from a general debtor's registry (DK), registers held by
government bodies (e.g. concerning land mortgage, vehicles) or chambers of
ior*rr", (see Annex'11). Other Member States emphasise the usefulness of
monitoring taxable persons ("clients") through regular contacts between the staffand
the trader (NL).
The information gathered is used to analyse trader's population solvency risk using
risk criteria namely the size of the debt (DK D" GR, E, F, IRL, L, P, UK), age of
debt (B, D, G& f, fRf, I, L, UK) the trader's compliance record (D, L, NL, UK) as
well as the business's condition (B, D, E, F,IRL, I, UK) and enforceable assets.
On the basis of risk analysis' results categories of traders are selected for special
preventive action, like the issue of advanced reminders that are increasingly produced
Ly computers automatically or telephone reminders (DK, UK) or preventive visits to
advise new traders of their paying obligations and the consequences of non
compliance (RL) Depending on the results of such contacts, guarantees or advance
payments are requested (".g. by setting up a monthly advance payment scheme), or
recovery measures prepared in advance (UK)
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4.3. CLEARJNG oursrANDrNG DEBT AND PREvENTTNG NEw ARREARs trhou
Gnrrn lc Or,onn ruqo Cutrur,rlrrxc
4.3.1. Recovery maximisation and Equal Treatment
An old debt is a bad debt - the older, the more difficult to recover. Therefore
all Member States take care to detect VAT debt as early as possible,
progressively with the assistance of computerisation.
The way in which Member States' administrations approach the task of
clearing outstanding alrears depends, as was the case with control, on the
relative weights they attach to revenue maximisation and to exhaustive
treatment.
Belgium and Germany are legally required to pursue all arrears with the same
level of priority regardless of the amount at stake.In practice, nevertheless, theI comP€tent local officer exercises regularly immediate action in the case of high
risk and large debts (e.g. fraud, cases close to statutory time limitations). Also
specific branches bf activity (e.g. constructioq market-traders etc.), are closely
monitored.
Other Member States recognising that VAT arrears have piled up due to the
recent econoinic recession and with limited resources, have approached: outstanding arrears by applying risk analysis and selecting specific categories
for priority recovery according to risk criteria. Increasingly Member States
also set and monitor performance indicators'and targett (;.;. NL, IJI( to be
introduced in IRL) which are discussed in Chapter 5.
The similarities with-the process of risk analysis and categorisation of tocable
-persons and the intenelationships between control and debt management has
led some Member States to set up specialised units for specific calegories of
debts or traders which combine control and collection functions. Such special
recovery units exist already for large business (8, NL), for large debts (IRL),
for specific categories of business (NL) and specific payment schemes (uK).
Most countries using developed risk analysis techniques whilst pursuing all
debts give special priority to enforcing larger ones (DK, E, F, GR, IRL, p,
UK) and some do the same with difficult debts (e.g. B, D, G& F, IRL). Such
debt selection can be undertaken centrally (".g. fnl-) or locally, the competent
officeCs selection being assisted by central guidance (e.g. UK).
In order to reconcite the objectives of cost-effectiveness and equal treatment
some Member States have tried to reduce the costs of collecting small debts.
Spain for instance has introduced simplified mass seizure measures for bank
accounts whereby the tax administration electronically sends to banks the files
of small tax debts.which are to be debited in their clients'current accounts.
Finally, farming out arrangements with outside agents is practised (I, IRL) in
order to concentrate efforts on a cost-effective and equitable tax collection.
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4.3.2.Obtaining detailed information on the debtors financial situation
In order to effect successful debt enforcement it is essential, as for preventing
defaults (see above), to obtain information on the debtor's financial sitiration.
However, unlike with the prevention stage where most information is obtained
from standard sources, the enforcement stage may require a deeper level of
information that can only be obtained with ad-hoc searches and is therefore
more resource consuming.
Tax administrations in all Member States are empowered to request
information from the taxpayer to inspect his premises and records. However,
these sources may not be sufficient so that ta:< administrations might wish to
contact third parties (e.g. banks, insurance companies, fiscal advisors or
clients).
Nevertheless, procedural law in Member States does not permit unlimited
investigation. ittira parties may only be contacted in some Member States if
the required inforination cannot be obtained from the taxpayer himself (e.g. D).
Banking secrecy may be an obstacle in some Member States which cannot (L)
be eliminated or only in exceptional cases, e.g. fraud (D, E,) on the basis of
special court warrants (IRL, P), whereas others (DK E, F, G& I, NL) may
have easier access to finaricial institutions' information. Furthermore, fiscal
advisors or clients may have a right to refuse to supply information if thereby
jeopardising their duty of professional or other. confidentiality (D, E)
Further difficulties stem from the procedure of order of attachment following
to which certain administrations are obliged to attach the assets and rights of
the debtor in a particular order (E, P) thus making it necessary to investigate
-the financial poiition in detail. E.g. in Portugal movable assets have to be
attached before seizure of immovable assets may be undertaken.
The processing of information may lead the administration to classify debts
into three main categories
a) Debts which are recoverable by direct enforcemen t
b) Debts which are immediately irrecoverable, partially or totally, but that are
recoverable if delays of payment provisions are granted
c) Irrecoverable debts
4.4. ENFORCINGDEBTS
In general, Member States may levy distress upon all goods and chattels of a
defaulter without restrictions on the nature of the goods (movable, immovable
property, claims against and goods hetd by third parties). The seized objects serve to
"ou"r 
the'VAT deUt. ln one Member State (NL) even assets belonging to third
parties furnishing or equipping the debtoCs property may be seized.
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However, legal or practical restrictions exist in seizing assets (L for immovable
property, E for assets not belonging exclusively to the defaulter, e.g. spouses joint
bank accounts).
Furthermore, seizure is restricted by law as far as goods are needed by the defaulter
for his badic domestic necessities.(all MS) or for his activity (8, DK tlK).
Restrictions may also result from the principle of proportionality, i.e. the value of the
sizeable asset must be consistent with the value of the debt (I, P). i
A further difficulty stems from the fact, that in principle, fiscal administrations are
creditors like all the other creditors of the taxpayer, and his property is the common
pledge of his creditors. This means that administrations have to act quickly, notably
in case of ranking orders determined by the date of seizurq However, in some
Member States the Treasury has a general preference on his movable property (B, F,
L, NL, P) and a legal mortgage on his immovable property (8, F, L).
Member States try to overcome the ranking obstacle by realising their tax claim at
the earliest possible stage, e.g. by compensating the debtor's refund claims with the
VAT debt (e.9. B, DK, D, E, IRL) or by simplified recovery of arrears by seizure of
bank credits. Belgium can undertake action to set aside the ranking order by its
power to attach agreements made by the debtor to deceive his creditors.
Member States complement the deterrent effect of enforcement of VAT debts with
the application of pecuniary penalties in case of serious infractions to tax obligations
as discussed in the First Report. Some Member States extend the range of penalties
also to the withdrawal of authorisations and professional licenses (DK P in case of
repetitive serious infractions) or even the withdrawal of the right to leave the country
(GR for large debts).
4.5. ARRaNGEMENTS FoR DELAYING PAYMENTS
Instant enforcement measures may be not appropriate and might even endanger
future tax payments. Taking into account the rule of prompt VAT debt payment
stated in Art. 22 par.5 of the 6th VAT directivg deferred payment is not granted in
Portugal and only in exceptional circumstances in most Member States (see Annex
13), where and as long as the trader needs it to meet temporary financial difficulties.
It is thus refused unless the administration can satisff itself that the taxable person
willbe able to service the rescheduled debt.
In order to prevent deferred payment schemes to become competitive alternative
sources of finance fbr the taxable person, some Member States (e.g. D) require the
presentation of a statement of the debtor's assets.
In order to assure that it is considered by taxpayers to be an unattractive source of
finance the following steps are undertaken:
- guarantees covering the debt.are requested (allMember States except UK, GR),
- interest is charged (allMember States except UK) at rates higher than commercial
(allMember Stated except D, E, I, NL),
- is granfed for the shortest possible time span, usually not longer than 6 - to 12
months
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'- is revoked ifthe debtor's financial situation improves.
Apart from the aspect of whether the measure is needed, Member States. make its
granting dependeni on the circumstances having led to the tradeCs financial d[stress,
notaUty whether it is due to external or debtor-induced causes as well as on his
payment record.
Decisions are taken by the local officer (DK F, UK) or centrally (e.g. G& IRL' L).
In other Member States the decision-making level depends on the amount deferred
(e.g. D). Agents in IRL may accept payment on an instalment basis, however, agents
in I have no power to agree flexible dates for payment.
4.6. IRRECOVERABLE CASES
Irrecoverable cabes are normally written-offbut it is sometimes possible to revive the
debt if circumstances change within the recovery delays.
Remissions are limited to insignificant amounts and are either not provided in several
Member States (8, G& E, F, I, IRL, P) or have not been applied in recent years ( L).
In some Member States a right to remit is retained in cases where VAT collection
would be inequitable or give rise to exceptional hardship for the taxable person and
where no prospect of payment in the foreseeable future exists (DK D, NL, UK)-
Existing practices for remissions used in Member Statqs have effects on their
uncapped VAT own resource bases.,
In several Member States (e.g. B, D, IRL, L) debt not recovered in a bankruptcy
procedure and written offis revived if the debtor has started a new beneficial activity.
In Itaiy iax agents are made financially responsible for unrecovered amounts unless
proof is given of their diligence. Another Member State @) makes its officials
hnancially-responsible for the successful collection of all debts referred to them.
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Moxrronrxc AND Ev.ll.uarlNc VAT Corvrnol lNo Dnnr MaNacBtrnnr
Ir.rrRopucrrox
Tho performance of VAT procedures can be evaluated by using indicators of both
levels of achievement of objectives and of the costs used ih operating them.
The general objectives of VAT administrations were outlined in Chapter 2 and
include the maximisation of voluntary compliance, and of forced compliance and
deterrence of avoidance and evasion. The more specific objectives of control and
debt management, referred to in Chapter 3 and 4 included the maximisation of
additional liability detected and of debts recovered, promoting prompt payment and
the minimisation of outstanding debt. A summary of the national objectives and key
performance indicators used by Member States is at Annex 14.
The costs of VAT procedures are shared between the administration and taxable
persons. Administrative costs can be classified as those costs borne by the tax
administrations in operating, collecting and enforcing VAT. Compliance costs are
those borne by the traders in complying with the rules a-nd regulations related to
VAT procedures including for example, bank and record keeping and return filing.
Administrative and compliance costs are often inter-related in so far as services to
taxable persons reduce compliance costs but increase the costs of the tax
administration. Similarly the levels of taxpayer compliance can also be related to the
respective levels of costs for the administration and taxpayers.
Member States are increasingly recognising these aspects and are generally
implementing measures with a view to balancing a reduction in both administrative
costs and compliance costs with an improvement in compliance levels. :
MEASI'RING AND MONITORING GEIYERAL VAT COMPLIANCE AND COSTd
The measurement of overall' compliance by reference to the extent of the
"compliance gap" or tax evasion, has been undertaken by way of large rnacro-
economic reviews (E, I, GR) or by reviewing the results of tax controls and regularly
analysing the results of fiscal receipts with results achieved. The United Kingdom
maintains statistics on evasion from which a national profile is prepared annually.
(See Annex l7).
The use of tax data to estimate the scale of tax fraud in various sectors has been
undertaken in Spain and is being considered in Luxembourg (see Annex lz). The
United Kingdom is in the process of developing a range of tax yield indicators that
will attempt to explain variations in tax field.
Most Member states (8, D, G& E, F, IRL, NL, uK) are abte, if only occasionalty,
to identi$r their global costs of adrninistering VAT. These are normally expressed as
5.2
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a percentage of total annual revenue and generally vary from 0,8olo to about 2%o (See
Annex l5). It shodld be noted that the methods of calculation and respective periods
are not uniform between Member States.
SpncTTTc PERFoRMANcE INDIcAToRs Aj\D TARGETs
In relation to the more specific objectives that they set, most Member States have
identified a range of performance indicators and targets that can be used at both a
central and local level to monitor the operational or strategic success of their plan for
controls or debt management.
Most of the targets and performance indicators typically used by Member States'
compare the number of controls undertakeq the volume of debts resolved or
outstanding and the resources applied in achieving those results.
The United Kingdom uses the level.of underdeclarations voluntarily disclosed as a
positive indicator of the success of its control policy in encouraging improved
compliance. However, most of these measures in all Mcmber States relate to
analysing the administrations performance in relation to its own costs and to the
actual results achieved i.e.'forced' compliance.
Thus national administrations can monitor for example: additional liability detected;
average debt arrears; the number of controls undertaken or debts recovered per
officer; the average additional yield per officer or per control; the number and value
of debts recovered as a o/o of eithbr total debt out-standing or revenue; the level of
debt outstanding as a proportion of 12 months liability or revenue. Additionally a
range of unit costs are produced to indicate for example the cost per debt collected
and visits made.
There exist, however, relatively few indicators that either routinely measure the costs
to the trader in meeting their tax responsibilities or that allow a clear asses3ment of
the improvements in overall voluntary compliance across the population of taxable
persons.
Rrcononc AND MomromNc VAT ContRor, Wonx AND DEBT Rncovnny
Effective performance indicators rely upon the quality and the accuracy of the data
upon which they are based.
In most Member States basic information on controls'is prepared on the conclusion
of visits to traders. Such reports, the information from which is'subsequently
computer verified and analysed, contain st'atistics on the number of controls
completed, the category of traders controlled, the additional liability detected, the
time taken to complete. the control, and the number and grade of inspectors
participating.
In the field of debt recovery information on amounts outstanding, key dates, actions
taken and the type of trader is typically recorded on an individual case basis.
5.4
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Reflecting the important relationship between VAT control and recovery, certain
' Member States (8, F, DK) have developed completely integiated computer systems
that permit the monitoring of cases from the inclusion in the control plan through the
subsequent and successiVe stages recording control results and monitoring the
recovery as it is made.
This basic information that originates at an individual trader or control level is
normally dealt with in a broadly similar way in all Member States.
Firstly, the individual files of the taxable person are either updated with the results of
the control and/or monitored during recovery.
Secondly, individual activity reports are analysed at a local or regional level to
calculate basic statistics that indicate, for example in relation to control worlg the
staff time spent on a task and the cost of the work compared with pre-set or
expected averages.
Thirdly, the overall results of controls undertaken for a specific office or region are
aggregated and analysed in a manner and format that allows both local and- central
managers to evaluate performance. This is done by both reviewing overall control
and debt management results against the corresponding indicators oi targets referred
to above and by comparing the results between different regional and local offices.
As indicated in chapters 3 and 4, the responsibilities for control and debt
management are increasingly found at regional levels. This has necessitated the
development of standardised recording and monitoring systems which allow the
quick and flexible production of key performance statistics io. *unug"rs at all levels '
in the administration. Subsequent use of the information as regards-central or local
trend analysis, budgeting exercises or revenue projections deplnds on the effective
functioning and consistent quality of the reports prepared Ly local inspectors in
completing their work.
Using such information the centre can monitor that nationally taxpayers are receiving
equitable treatment as regards their selection for control and that-the treatment of
debt is consistent for atl categories of traders (8, D, DK F, I, NL, LIK).
Most administrations do not rely solely on such figures but have teams that review
the work of regions so as to ensure both the quality and effectiveness of
administration staffand the equitable treatment of taxable persons (8, D, DK E, F, I,
P, UK),
5.5 MEAsLruNG THE IMpAcr oF cTIANGES IN pRocEDUREs oN coMpLIANcE AND
cosTs
The impact of specific changes in legislation or procedures on costs and compliance
has been estimated either in a quantitative or a qualitative way by some Member
States (8, UK). The following examples of procedures in Member Siates indicate the
close relationship between administrative and compliance costs, and compliance
levels:
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t) Member States having introduced or increased their registration thresholds (F,
IRL, L, UK) reported positive impacts on both costs and compliance (F found
a negligible impact on compliance).
2) Reducing the frequency with which returns are required from tupayers;
simpliffing the level of details to be completed and analysed on returns;
improved payment methods (B, IRL, P). Some Member States (F, IRL, L)
recognised a positive impact on costs to the administratiorq taxable persons
and compliance levels. Belgium however has recently cancelled its annual
returns scheme as a result of serious concern regarding the iisk of an increase
in VAT carrousel fraud using identification numbers of traders who disappear
aft.er registering for VAT.
3) Providing a range of measures that allow taxable persons to familiarise
themselves regularly with changes in VAT and their responsibilities. Thede
include making regular visits to traders (DK'tlK), the provision of free phones
(E, F, I ), Minitel,(F) and contacts with professional associations etc. Member
States recognised most of these initiatives have had a positive impact on
compliance, except France for the use of local office advisers. Member States
(IRL, L, UK) considered that these measures reduced compliance costs.
4) Variations in the numbeq depth and length of visit controls can have a
significant impact not only.on the costs to all administrations (F, UK) but also
on compliance levels (F).
5) The devetopment ofcontrols based upon specific trader sectors and the use of
audit agreements with firms can also serve to reduce costs to the
administration (DK, IRL, NL, UK). France and Luxembourg both identified a
positive impact of simplified estimation of tax on inputs on compliance costs.
'They differed however in their views on the impact on compliancd levels (F
negative, L positive).
6) Making VAT refunds more quickly (8, DK,IRL, I, UK), and allowing taxable
persons with a small turnover to make flexible payments within a budgetary
scheme (F, I, L, UK). Member States recognised a reduction in compliance
costs and a slight or negative impact on administrative costs. France,
Luxembourg did not observe any positive impact on compliance levels.
7) Allowing new payment facilities for taxpayers such as electronic transfer (e.g.
DK, F) was found to have a positive impact on both costs and compliance (F).
8) Increasing the number of payment points for example in Italy by introducing
the "conto fiscale", allowing payments to agents and at post offices, and
electronic VAT payment by big traders (F, contemplated in IRL) was deemed
positive by these countries.
Although the quantification of the actual compliance costs that fall upon traders,
particularly small and'medium sized, was found very difficult to gauge, the
Netherlands has estimated that those taxable persons undertaking intracommunity
transactions for VAT have compliance costs, due to these operations 20% greater
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than those undertaking only domestic transactions. Denmark reported that it gives
small companies a cash amount to offset book-keeping costs.
Compliance costs for taxable persons carrying out intra-Community trdnydctions
must be compared to their compliance costs before the abolition of fiscal controls at
internal borders. For the Netherlands, a study - carried out by the Economic Institute
for Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises in the Netherlands -r"pon, the introduction
of the transitional VAT arrangements as having resulted in a structural reduction in
the costs incurred by firms (see paragraph ee of the Report from the commission
to the Council and the European Parliament on the Opiration of the Transitional
Arrangements for charging vAT in Intra-community Trade - coM(94)sl5final of
23.i.e4).
The United Kingdom so as to allow it to measure the likely impact of a change in
legislation or procedures on compliance levels, now gets information on costs hom
visiting and interviewing a representative sample of companies.
- 35 -
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6.1. IVIAIN FII\DINGs AND AssEsSMENT
The analysis of measures recently taken or envisaged by Member States in order to
improve the effectiveness of their VAT has led to the identification of the following
findings:
a) General objectives
The general objectives identified in the first report (to maximis e voluntary and
forced collection, with an emphasis on voluntary compliance) appear now to
be widely accepted and generally applied by Member States.
The volume and type of work faced by administrations shows other common
features, namely an increasing number of tuable persons to be managed by
stable or decreasing sta.f resources, and an increased volume of
i n traco mmu n i t1l transac t i ons.
b) Organisation
Administrations have reacted to this challenge by continued, improved
training of their staff and by trying to ir.nprove the productivity of resources,
through extensive contputerisation, reallocation of resources and
reorganisation ofprocedures to ensure cost-effectiveness. In this respect it is
worth underlining the change towards client approach (covering multi-tax,
.multi-procedurc) as opposed to functional approach (covering single ta4
single procedure),. and the shift towards a prsventive approach to non-
compliance in some Member States.
As regards organisation clear trend also emerges towards decentralisation.
There is particularly a trend towards an increased role of local oftices in
selection of trarlers for control, and in debt management decisions.
Decentralisation capitalises on local officers' better knowledgg experience of
taxable persons' characteristics in their respective areas. Decentralisation
requires an improvement in c-ordination and feedback. This has been
supported by computerisation, which enables information supplied at any one
level to be accessed by several locations and levels, and thus improved
cordination. Computerisation also enables quick evaluation of results at
various levels and the application of similar levels of effectiveness and equal
treatment of taxable persons across all locations.
The increase in data handling capacity has made possible the trend towards
intblligence gatltering and risk assessment. This permits the systematic
analysis and use of available information in dealing with specific cases. But it
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also enables better identification of common risks and sorting of traders into
categories.
Risk assessment and sorting of traders then permits more standardised cost-
effective control and.debt recovery programmes tailored to various types of
traders.
Control
Several trends also appear regarding control orientation. As a consequence of
the increased capacity of analysis of the information available to VAT offices,
there is a trend in Member States to enhance the role of desk audit bath to
increase the effectiveness of more targeted audit visits and to replace where
possible resource intensive visits with lower cost standardised desk checks.
An increasing number of Member States have integrated the control of att
toxes and for those keeping them separate co-ordination has nevertheless
increased. This process, which was already more developed in the debt
collection area, is consistent with the "client" approach and enables the best
use of available information and avoid duplication of effort.
Control and recovery ore also in'crcasingly opproaclted in a joint way by
Member States. Successful collection implies tacicling non-"orpiian"e boit in
the tax assessment and debt management areas. Evasion techniques identifi'ed
by control departments (e.g. "phoenix" companies) have also become apparent
at the Recovery stage of established debts. Furthermorg there is a tendency to
broaden the range of control visit types, to enable Member states to apply to
each trader the most appropriate combination of thorough (often mriiiiax;
controls with shorter, more flexible checks on specific issues G g
' intracommunity transactions).
Debt manngement
As regards debt management a common feature is that the number and
relevance ofarrears has also increased.
This trend is due mainly to the effFects of recession. In view of these difficult
recovery cases Member states have increased the use of time-to-pay
arrangements. These arrangements may enable the eventual recovery of tax
debts which would otherwise be unrecoverable. Attention must ie paid
however not to grant them to traders that will not be able to honour those
affangements or to those that can finance their tax debt on reasonable terms
from other sources.
Performance evaluation
Increasing attention is devoted by Member States to perfonnance evaluation.
However improvements in this area are still needed. Performance indicators
are developed and monitored in terms of compliance lcvels and
administrative anrl contplionce costs.
d)
e)
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Evaluation has become more necessary because of decentralisation, the need
for cost-effectiveness, and the prioritisation of objectives. It has also been
made more cost-effective by computerisation and standardisation. The range of
performance indicators must carefully be selected so as to avoid'excessive
priority being given to short-term financial objectives, which would lead to
neglecting more difficult or financially less important groups of traders and
hence to pockets of non-compliance.
These cornmon trends in the environment and working methods of VAT
administrations are not present to the same extent in all Member States. The
Commission considers that most of these are likety to result in enhanced, similar
levels of effectiveness, and therefore suggests that administrations, recognising these
trends, evaluate and take into account, where applicable and in the context of
national specifi cities, the following orientations :
6.2. SUGGESTIoNS FoR lMPRovrwx-r
l. General objectives
l.l. Continue to improve services for taxpayers
o the further development of measures that allow taxable persons to
familiarise themselves regularly with changes in VAT legislation or
their tax responsibilities;
o by creating contact points for taxable persons;
o and by making less burdensome the submission of returns and
payment of tax
1.2. Develop preventive analysis/action plans to prevent or minimise
taxpayer non eompliance
I
o telephone calls to prevent delays or defaults on payments, or by
early visits to new enterprises
1.3. Pursue, develop computerisation, reorganisation/ rationalisation of
procedures to ensure cost-effectiveness
. 
. ensure that information is supplied in an appropriate format to the
most appropriate responsible officer to maximise the benefits of
decisi-on making
1.4. To improve the co-ordination and effectiveness of services in charge
of complementary procedures or other taxes
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1.5. To continue to improve administrative co-ordinatio4 and co-
operation in control and recovery.
' . encourage the use of standardised procedures and techniqties.-
1.6. To continue to develop and improve staff training programnies in a
number ofareas:
o procedures to be used in controlling large traders and those
undertaking intracommunity transactions
o to ensure the most cost effective use of computer aids
o to maximise the benefit and use of risk analysis techniques
2, Computerisation
2.1. Evaluatg on the basis of cost-benefit, the, likely impact of the
extension of computerisation to those areas in which not yet
introduced and in particular, to
a) resource allocation and monitoring
b) networks linking central and local offices
c) desk audit tools (information checks, tradei selection)
d) Audit visit tools (expert systems, file interrogation systems)
3. I)ecentralisation
. 3.1. Disseminate available intelligence appropriately to staff responsiUte
for decision making
3.2. Issue controUdebt management manuals, specific audit programmes
(expert systems) so as to ensure consistency in approactr,-equal levels
of work effibiency, and the equitabre treatment of taxpayers.
3.3. Ensure adequate feed-back of results to facilitate monitoring and
evaluation
4. Intelligence gathering, risk assessment
4.1. Ensure systematic thorough intelligence gathering on operations of
traders and risks ofcertain categories oftraders (e.g. trade sectors)
4.2. Analyse information gathered on specific trade categories so as to
produce:
. comprehensive information on each group
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. an awareness of the operational environment and specific control
risks
o manuals and audit programmes that allow staff to tailoi more
general control programmes to specific requirements
Ensure risk criteria are broadly based assessing both financial risks
and general compliance (evasion) risks
Control orientation
5.1. Undertake the analysis and selection of groups of or individual traders
5.2.
by categories using clear and standardised transparent trader selection
rules that appropriately incorporate an awareness ofrisk cntena.
Set up special programmes to tackle the most relevant risks:
a) risks which require prompt controUdebt management action (e.g.
phoenix companies, imminent bankruptcy)
b) risks requiring specific specialised techniques (e.g. specific trade
sectors, systems-based audit).
Maximise the use of both standardised audit programmes and modern
accounting and auditing computer software to facilitate the
monitoring and evaluation of results.
Integrate/closely control the adminidtration of VAT with that of other
taxes
To effectively combine the use of control instruments (or techniques)
available
. in-depth controls to monitor all taxes of a trader over a certain
period
o frequent controls targeted on an individual tax or control area (e.g.
new traders, VAT refunds)
Debt management orientations
6.1. To co-ordinate control and recovery responsibilities and ensure
regular contacts between the administration and taxable persons to
obtain better intelligence on taxable persons at risk of default, to
allow improved monitoring, and assist quicker preventive action:
. use of advanced reminders
. enforcement action without delay
6.2. To reduce the costs of recovery of low value debts using simplified
procedures such as the recovery of amounts owed from the bank
accounts of taxable Dersons.
5.
5.3.
5.4.
5.5.
6.
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Make sure delayed-payment arrangements
' 
are granted only in cases where the (rescheduled) debt is
recoverable
o are not competitive sources of financing
(through guarantees, higher than commercial
periods)
o are granted so to shortest possible length of time.
6'4' Revive debt written off in case of renewed trading while taking care
not to discourage new ventures
7. Evaluation,performanceindicators
7'r' To pursue the development of clear objectives for the administration
of VAT covering a range of cost and compliance matters
7'2' To develop broad range of targets and indicators of performance that
measure not only aspects of administrative cost efficiincy but also the
taxable persons costs and overalr compliance revers.
7'3' To establish the use of standardised evaluation and reporting of
results that allows a consistent and accurate information base for the
review of performance.
7.4. Develop the overall monitoring and management of quality and
efficiency of work performed and the equity of treatment of tocable
persons in the national territory.
6.3. For,r,ow Up
The Commission- intends to promote these improvements through measures both on
a regulatory level and an operational one:
6.3.
for taxable persons
interest rates, short
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On a regulatory"level the Commission has already put forward such a
proposal as an amendment to paras 2. and 3. of Article 12 of Regulation
r55J. 1r
The Commission proposal would imply that its current activity under Article
12 wor.lld be complemented with visits to Member States administrations in the
context of systems audits of VAT procedures. Audit plans would be concerted
with national administrations. The potential improvements identified would be
discussed, as presently, with the administration concerned.
ln case systems audits results showed important differences in effectiveness,
the Commission could consider the issue of recommendations to the Member
States concerned.
Such amendment recognises the generally coincident interests of the Union and
Member States in effective VAT administration, and the potential for co-
operation between the Commission and Member States' administrations in this
area.
On an operationalrlevel the Commission intends to contribute towards
enhancing effectiveness by:
I. ho.lding.regllar meetings with Member Siates' adrninistratiors to consideq
together with the Member States concerned" the measures implemented
and those that could contribute to further improvements;
2. continuing the programnte of seminars for VAT officials on issues relevant
to the improvement of the above mentioned procedures, and support
similar initiatives taken by Member States themselves. Particular attention
' will be given in these seminars to the analysis of actual and potential
improvements in specific procedures.
3. promoting the collaborcition between Member States administrations in
the development of conrmon projects aimed namely at the analysis of
specific trader populations, specific forms of non-compliance, and
ll The amended text as proposed by the Comnission norv reads:
"1. The Member States shall provide the Cornmission with information conceming the
procedures which they apply for registering taxable persons and determining and
collecting VAT and on the modalities and results of their VAT control systerns.
2. The Commission may anrry out spot checks on the national authorities to veri$ the
procedures, modalities and results referred to in paragraph l.
The Commission shall consider, together with the Mernber State concerned, whether
improvements (o these procedures can be contenrplated with a view to increase their
effectiveness. To this end. the Commission shall. where appropriate. submit
recommendations lo lhe Member States concerned.
3. The Commission shall produce a report every three years on the procedures applied in
Mernber States and on any improvements that are contenrplated, accompanied. where
appropriate, by recommendations front the Conmrission v,ilh a view to increasing their
effcctiveness."
t.
2.
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developing common evaluation indicators expressed as far as possible in aquantitative manner.
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Table 4
Micro, smeU, medium-sized and large businesses in each count rt 
^s 
th.of total micro, small,
medium-gized end large businesss in ttre entire European Union
Qndcdrid c1c coosnfcaion induded)
Notc: Entcrprises for GR and IRL only include NACE l-4. Entcrpriscs for NL only include NACE 24.
Notc: Turnovcr for DK and I only include NACE 2-5. Tumovcr for GR only includc NACE l-4.
Notc: For GR thc tumovbr for mcdium cntcrpriscs includes tumover from largc entcrpriscs within NACE l.
Nota Thc figurcs for D include only WestGermany and WcstBcrlin.
BIX;|rESS€S tt |l{Ot STFAL a€CTOR 0t{CL COt{STRtrcnOtl 1990
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TURNOVER tt{ TNDUSTRTAL S€CTOR ilt{CL. COI{STRUCTIOI{t 1990
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E'eot
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1990
Micro
No le of
of units fumovcr
Smell
No Vcof
of units furnovcr
Medium*ize
No /oof
ofunib fumovcr
Lerge
No lcof
of units hrmovcr
-Totel
B
DK
D
GR
E
F
IRL
r 1989)
L
NL
P
TIK
94M7 t4
37240 13
347605 7
NA.
4n63r
4t6882 9
1636
320233 t4
t4/.9
55503
165803 9
839855 9
9919 23
7408 32
tt77l9 16
7587 39
61024
59rU 2r
2569
93972 37
627
148E3,05
t9217 30
50713 20
l08l 2l
@t 26
10678 18
507 42
3227
5807 20
4M
5104 22
83
t734
1830 28
5016 15
2t9 42
110 28
?239 59
60 t8
481
t2r0 50
38
734 27
ll
0 ...
245 34
t4u 56
t05286
45399
478241
8r54
542363
483023
4&7
420or'.3
2170
72t20
187095
896988
Iotsl 2757904 444762 361t2 675r 324s529
.18
Table 5
THE PROPORTION OF THE NUMEER OF BUSINESSES IN SENSITIVE SECTORS AND THEIR TURNOVER, 199O
Note: Figures for Italy are from 1989.
Note: The member states use the foUowing units:
. Enterprises D, E, F, I, L, P and IJK
VAT-units B
kgal rurits DK
Economic units NL
Note: It is not possible to generate figures for nsensitive sector" for GR and IRL.
No0e: The figures for D include only WestGermany and WestBerlin According to Finarmrachrichten
no. 57193 from Bundesministerium der Finanze,n there existed 3.998.371 businesses in the whole of
Germanv in 1990.
Member State
Number in Turnover in
Number of Tumover of nsensitive" nsensitiven
businesses businesses sectors iectors
PcL oftotal Pct. ofturnover
nsensitiven 
"sensitive"
sectors sectors
3
)K)
3R
i
RL
'e
JK
\IL
487.654 3y..174 37t.419 t95.052
154.090 163.961 110.594 tM.760
2.M5.435 2.501.439 t355.4n t.$7.4t6
8364 22.091 n.a- n.a
2.258.172 n.a. 1.683.833 n.a.
t.975.747 t.770.87.7 1.401.651 864.083
4.804 n.a. n.a. ral
1.590-811 1.294.222 l-310.664 705.3681
15.321 n.a. 11.604 n.a.i
397f;U n.a. 238.136 o.".
603.285 133.426 459.093 66.41I i
2.6;59.952 n.a 1.985.668 n.a i
76 55
72 64
66 47
n.a. n.a.
75 n.a.
7t '49
n.a. n.a.
ct .{<
76 n.a.
60 n.a.
76 50
75 d.a.
Iotal 12.188.331 6.218.099 8.928.139 3.123.090 50t5
THE PERCENTAGE NUMBER ANO TURNOVER OF BUSIN.ESSESII{ 'SENSTTIVE'SECTORS FOR EACH
MEMBER STATE
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KEY TS TABLES 4 and 5
Source: Europrean Commission: Enterprises in Europe - Third Report, vol. i
and Ii, tgg4
DeJinitions:
Industry: NACE l-4
. Energy and water
. Extraction and processing of non-energy-producing minerals
and derived products; cheinical industry
' Metal manuflacture, mechanical, electrical and instnrment
engineering
" Other manufbcturing indusrtries
Construction: NACE 5
. lluiiding and civil engineering
"Sensitive" sectors: NACE 5, 6,7,9
. Building and civil engineering
o Distributive trades, hotels, catering, repairs
o Transport and cornmunication
. Other services
Size: Micro: 0-9 ernployees
Small: 10-99 employees
Medium: 100-499 cmoloyees
Large'. Over 500 employees
Figures: The statistics in this report relate to the year 19t90
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TABLE 6
VAT ADMINTSTRATION TN MEMBER STATES- ANALYSIS OI
DEPARTMENTAL RESPONSIBILITIES BY FLTNCTION.
53
Notes
B
(1) The central VAT office for taxable Flrsons resident abroad is responsible for the registration of taxable
perso$ established outside Belgium and not. possessing a permanent estabtishment there. It is arlso
responsible for the approval of competent representatives Registration involves: a) fip;ures being gatheral at
local level:, b) database run at national level.
(2) The Customs and Excise Department ir; involvid in establishing the VAT on imports, toba:co manufactured
within the @untry and mineral oils.
(3) The registration offices are involved in the case of the sale of a new building with application of VAT.
DK
The regional customs and tax offices are free to choose local organisation and t;tructufix. However, the
struchre chosen must always be adapted to the tesks entrusted to the offices and should 6pnrrin at least a
collection office and a controls and inspection department
To some extent the administration delegates specific duties of a central nature to one or more regional offices
which will cilrry out these tasks at a national level.
All controls of intra-Community tnde are conducted by the individual regional office. CLO is delegated. to one
of the regional custorns and tax of,Ftces in Copenhagen and consists *"r"ly of passing on information betwr:en
the countries and producing statistics.
Some training for Administration staffis provided by eight regional braining offices which are also responsible
for training the staffof the regional offrces covered by the appropriate training office.
D
(l) where tax offices have a provisional returns uni! they only deal with vAT cases.
(2) where tax offices have a special inspection uni! they only deal with vAT cases.
E
- There is no distinct structure dealing with Value Added Tax.
- The Regional Finance Offces, Provinc,ial Finance Offices and Iocal Finance Cfffices furm part of the
peripheral organisation of the State Ta;i: Administration Agenry (A.E.A.T.).Each Regional Finance Office
covers the territory of an Autonomous Community, the Provincial Finance Oflices, correspond to the
provincial.structure of the Siate and the Locat Finance Offices exercise tieir functions at the level below the
provincial.
- These peripheral bodies perform the functions oftax adrninistration, control and collection in a decentrali:;ed
way.
(1) Taxable persons who come under special schemes for farming stock-farming and fishing and retailers
under special schemes are excludd sirce they no longer submit periodical VAT returns-asseisments.
(2) There are units covering the whole of the national territory which are responsible for actions relating to
large tax-payers (inspection) and to actions for recovery of major zums (collection).
E(l) DGDDI ,The customs authority receives VAT on goods imported either commercially or by travellers, and
on imported petroleum products. An accounting network of 292 offrces through llte country (both borrler
posts and offices in the interior), oversees the collection of the tax .
-5- {'t
I
Structure and composition of the Guardia di Finanza
The total number of st"f Atooted to the Guardia di Finanza to perfonn its duties stood at 650348 on I Jaauary
1993. This was urade up of 2 489 officers,25 950 non<ommissioned officers,3'7 807 lance corporals and
ffi"trffitlr rd,to*r, cenrral headquarters, branch operational units and training units.
More particularly: a) Central headquarten, which is ths contrelling authority of the organisation is rnade up
of divisions, offices and units responsible for the running of the organisation-
b) Branch operational units are made up of: (l) 15 Alsa Commands under a Brigadier,
usually covering the Regions or equivalent territorial area" and controlling: 20 legioru, I
""ntra 
squad and 13 regional squads ofthe Polizia Tributaria (fiscal police), I special
squad of the Polizia Valutaria (monetary police) covering the whole country, I central
investigation service for organised crime, 1 anti-fraud centre; (2) I Air and Sea Unit
with its headquarters in Rome, responsible for: the Pratica di Mare aviation centre, the
Gaeta naval centre.
In the country, apart from the regional and central squads already mentione4 which are the
units specialised in combating tax evasion, the organisation centres around the Irgion
headquarters which govern, at a lower level, the executive divisions of the serviqe. Among
tfre-x, a particularly important role is played by the provincial units of lhe Polizia Tributaria
stationed in the administrative capital of each province'
E
negistraton (c) Registration for VAT is done by zubmitting a declaration of commencement of business to the
rellvant nepa.tiEao de Finangas (finance division). It is computer-processed by the DirecaSo de Servigos do
Cadastro ldirectorate for registration departments) - Divis5o do Cadastro do IVA (VAT register division)' The
declaration of commencement of business serves for both VAT and income tax'
Assessment (c) Assessment is handled in its initial phase by the finance divisions which monitor taxable
persons on the basis of the data on the declaration of commencement of business'
h.*u.ry + Enforcement (c) Normal VAT recovery in respect of the monttrly and quarterly periodic rehrrns is
centralised and computerised in Lisbon at the Direcado de Servigos de Cobranqa do Imposto sobre o Valor
Acrescentado (directorate for VAT colleciion departments) which receives the rehrrns and the means of
palment and processes them by computer. Tax dui from persons covered by the simplified arrangements for
small businesses (small retailers scheme provided for in Article 60 ff. of the VAT Code) is paid to the finance
divisions. Enforcement is handled by the local divisions (finance divisions and public finance departments),
such as re@very of additional amounts due following inspections, underpaid amounts and payments
compulsorili dducted. VAT due on imports is collected by the various customs oflices, which are also
responsible ior r"*u"ry of other taxes zuch as special taxes on consumption (excise).
U.K
(r) rr,. registration function is carried out through a network of local vAT Offices, and. two centralised
' ' p.o""rriog units. Overseas traders who do not have a place ofbt'siness, or a tax representative in the UK are
dealt with by the local Office in Aberdeen.
(2) The VAT debt is mainly managed by through the network of 83 local VAT Offices. However some debts are
managed centrally, e.g. insolvent debts of large payers'
HM Customs and Excise - VAT Practice Directorate. Roles and respotuibilities
VAT Stratery and planning Services (VSPS): VAT business stratery, including irnage of the ta>q quality
issues, lax 
"iru.t"r, 
deregutition; information systems stratest including IT; strategic initiatives including
personnel poliry and project marngement.
VAT Registradon and boUotion policy (VRCP): Registration/deregtstration policy, Agricultural Flat Rate
scheme; ipecial schemes and small businesses; tax structure, VAT tribunals; VAT policy on imports' exports'
new means of transport; VAT iruolvency, Bad Debt Relief policy'
VAT Management Division (VMD): Control poliry, trade category exercise, multinationals, large traders,
insolvent traders; Debt management policy, secunty, disfiess, civil recovery; Training policy for control, debt
rnanagement and r.ocal Vefbffice Investigation i**t (LVOITs); IT developments to support staff in Local
0.ffices, local visir selection, VATPACE and VIES (including European Sales Listings (statistics));
Assessmenl penalty and offence poliry, criminal offences casework; compliance; t&x yield indicator'
monitoring and development of performance indicators, credibility and risk analysis poticy'
VAT Opcrations Division (VOPS)
Finance and resourcing accounting adjusmens, error return correction, annual accounting and repayment
comp€nsatlon *r"r, 
"r.dibility 
processing; VAT Infrastructure Project, liaison with Departmental Information
i".rrnorogy Division; insolvenry 
"ur"ruork 
and hclpdesk, Large Payers Unit, surcharge appeals, Insolvency Act
Turnr (lAT), ESLs, Statistical Liaison
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column Guide Notes
i) the number of courses provided (VAT)
ii) the average length of each course - eg d (day) min (minute).
iii) the number of staffattending in each year (VAT)
indicating :
a) whether the cours€s are provided singly for VAT or jointly with training for other taxes (S or I)
b) at what location each course is provided centrally or locally (C or L)
c) any third party used to provide training.
B: (l): a) All the cou$es listed are organised separately for VAT: S
b) AII the courses are organised at local lwel by the regional vocational training centres: L, with supewision at central level
c) No recourse is had to third parties.
- Soecific initial traininlr
- corresponds to the basic training given to all officials recruited at grade 2 or 3
- 1993 takes account of the integration of officials from the customs department
- Intermediate general training:
t - corresponds to the training given to officials registered for the examinations for promotion to the grades of assistant
auditor and auditor and to assistant inspectors and assistant auditors recruited at these grades
- Advanced training:
- corresponds to fhe training given to officials registered for an examination for promotion to the grade of senior inspector
DK: (i): all courses could be C/L; (ii) hours of lessons
D; initial training: Theoretical and practical training courses jointly with other taxes provided by experienced staff; 3 years for
future officials in higher level of which 182 hours theoretical VAT courses; 2 years for funrre officials in lower levil of whictr
73 hours theoretical VAT courses; I year for fuhre officials in management level. Continuos advanced training on pratical
problems during activity.
DGI : Directorate General for taxation/DG DDI: Directorale General for customs and Indiroct Duties(l) Staff traininp on VAT:
The training of staffworking at the Ministry of Finance is usually organised by the Scuola Centale Tributaria'Ezio Vanoni"(central tax college), which was set up by Law N" 310 of 10 January 195? and comes directly under the Ministry.
The Tax College has its headquarten in Rome and branches throughout Italy. In-house sUfftraining courses have also been
launched at the initiative ofthe regional director for training.
The managing director of the College is a directorfrom the Ministry of Finance, while the College's rector nas elected from
among the University's professors.
The teaching staffis made up of university professors, magistrates, administrators, state lawyers and civil servants.
The coulses aimed at officials involved in preventing VAT fraud hold a partiorlarly important place emeag the various
courses and semirurs held at the College.
All statrworking in this area must take a basic course lasting between four and six months, in addition to which at individual
ollices the director or the heads ofspecific operational are:r are responsible for continuing the training rc as to keep their
#H':ffi::1".,HiHffi.lpfJr*"" @urses dearing in sraterdepth with specific areas orthe offices,conrror
activities as well as cours€s held when there have been important legislative changes.
The training programmes also include courses on intracomrnunity VAT, study of fraud prevention techniques and
computerised systems.
L: (t) training provided by a third party
UK: (l) Basic VAT Training @W) Courses are provided locally by each Executive Unit. .No figures are available for the number
of course run locally, or the number of staffattending.Courses mn over a period of nine month and involve approximately
l0 wceks classroom training interspers€d with non the job'training Centrally run coqrse account for only a few of those
carried out in any year
(2) Courses are provided locally by each Executive Unit. .No figures are available for the number of courses run locally, or the
numbe r of staff attending
(3) Provided by, the Institute of chartered Accountants of scotlan4 for staff,
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TABLD 9
VAT ADMINISTRATION TRAINING IN MEMBER STATES - SPECIFIC TRAINING COURSES
Notes
Column Guide
i) the numberof aourses provided (VAT)
ii) the average length ofeach course
iii) the number of staffaftending in each year (VAT)
indicating:
a) whether the courses are provided singly for VAT or jointly with training for other taxes (S or D
b) at what location each course is provided centrally or locally (C or L)
c) use ofa third party to provide training.
Source: Member States Response to E.C. Que*ionnaire 1994
B: Debt enforcemenfi these ooncepts are integrated inso the other typ€s of training.
VAT control: this training is reserved to the assistant inspecton recruited; the control of intra+ommunity tansactions required
the organisation of special semina$ dealing with these matters for 1994.
Use of computers: entails mainly learning about word-processing (WP and Works), MS DOS and DBase; essentially consists of
special training on computerised accounting (Cubic), progamming.
Other: this refers only to the special retraining courses given on the new VAT legislation of 1993.D; Indications given concem special trainingfor customs ofrcials necessary for research activities required for answers to requests
under Regulati on 2I8 | 9 2 | CEE.
DK a) all courses I I L; (ii) hours of lessons
E: (l) Although no specific cours€s in VAT debt enforcement and control have been provided, the public officials posted to the
Collection and Inspection Divisions take part in the General Courses which relate to aspects of VAT recovery and control
. from a point ofview of the total administration of the Tax.
(2) The School of Public Finance of the Institute of Tax Studie.s together with the Department of Tax Data Processing of the
State Tax Administration Agency (A.E.A.T.) have produced a Data-Processing Guide for the New VAT Qaw 37192) w\tch
can be consulted through the terminals which exist tlroughout the Tax Administration (approxiurately 16,000). There have
been numerous a@esses throughout the network.
L'. (I) Training provided by IFA or CIE
UK: (l) Courses are provided localy by each Executive Unit. No figures are available for the number of course mn locally, or the
number of staff attending
b0+
TABLE 10
VAT ADlvffl.[STRATION D'I lvGIi/C]ER STATES- EXTENI OF CO.MPITTERISATION
PROCEDT,IRES
COMPLIIERISED (see note l)
YES NO DETAIL (Refereoces see note 2)
REGETRATION OF
TRADE&S (a)
B, D, DK,
G& E, F,
IRL, I, L,
NL.P.I'K
DK VATandothertaxes
E: see rcte point I
I: complete registry records
P: seetable6
C]OMPUTERISED
PROCBSSINGOF RETURNS
o)
B, D, DK,
GR, E, F,
IRL, I, L,
NL, P, tJK
B: computerised treatment ofpaper returns
E: see note point 2
1g[,; gimplified bi-monthly rehrn & annual kading details
L: except calculation ofamount due; sfudy underway
P: see table 6
PERSONALISA'NONOF
RETURNFORIvf,S (c)
B,DKEF,
IRL, L, NL,
P.T'K
D, GR..I DK use of b'ranch code such as NACE standard
D: see note point I
E: Identi&ing labcls are sent to taxable persons
IISTINGOFTA)(
PAYMENTSBYBANKOR
ELECTROMC TRAI.ISFER (d)
B, D, DK, E,
F,IRL, I, L,
NL.I'K
GR,P D: see note point 2
E: see note point 4
CONTROLOFBANK
REMITTA}TCESTO
TREASTJRY OR CENTRAL
BANK
B,D,,E,F,
I, L, NL, P,
IJK
DK, D, GR,
IRL
D: see note point 3
E: see note point 4
L: accourts checked by Central Paymeots Ofhce
COMRNERISED CONTROL
FOR MISSINGRETURNS(e)
B, DK, GR,
E, F, IRL, I,
L, NL, P,
UK.D
D: see note point 4
E: see noie point 5
I: do not send reminders, but impose penalties
CONTROLOF VAT
REPA'!|}VIENTS
( see also Anne*8)
B, D, DK,
GR, E, F,
TRL, L NL,
P,UK
L DK: data-based division into categories prior to estabtshment of control
priority
D: see note point 5
E: see note point 6
f partly
L: study underway
UK: but some manual processing is involved
CONIROLOFIMTII
TA)(CREDITS
B, D, DK,
GR F,IRL,I,
NL,
E, L, P, t]K D: see note point 6
E: control by Inspection
F: preliminary formal control
I: but automated for tax purposes
L: sfudvundenvav
CANTROLOFPENALTY.
PAYIV{ENTS
B, D, DK
GR, F, IRL,
L M., nK
E,L,P D: see note point 7 '
E: see note point 8
I by the VAT Officcs. For debts recently enforced on a tax list by the agents
L: sfudvmderway
USE INTIIE PREPARATION
OFBACKGROI'NDNOTES
FOR CONTROL VISITS
D, DK, E, F,
IRL, NL, P
B, GR,I, L,
ttK
DK: automatic print{ut of control meino (report containing all registered
information for each firm)
D: see note point 8
L: study undenray (ESKORT project)
NL: soecial progftunmes for particular target Froups
USE OF E)(PERT sYSTElvfS
TOASSISTIN, ONTI{E
SPOTCONTROIS
D, DK, IRL,
I.NL
B, GR, E, F,
L, P, UK
DK: ESKORT
D: see note point 9
I in preparation
L: study underway (ESKORT project)
NL: ESKORT systen
UK: a PC based application, "VATPACE' has however becn desigred to hclp
control oflicers in their visits
INTERACTION WIII{ OTIIER
TA)(DEPARTMENTFILES
FOR
COMPARATT\IEICONTROL
PURPOSES
DK E, IRL,
LP
B, D, GR, F,
L, NL, UK
DK: integrated administration of all taxes
D: see note point l0
NL: being developed
P: using MES
OTHER USES - PLEASE
SPECIFY
D, DK, E, F,
I. L, UK
B, NL DK: computer audit of accounts
E: see note point 9
F: software for selection and assistance to the desk audit
L: statistics extracted from central DB2 frles in State computing cctrt-rc usittg
SQL (Structured Query I-anguage)
UK: various prints are produced by the department's computcr svstctrl li)'
control purposes
Source: Member States Response to E.C. Questionnaire 1994
u
a
(c)
(d)
(e)
Note I(a) Identification of traders (personal partiorlars, name of firms), by economic category, etc.o) Printouts of traders on tfte basis of particulars in the returns, with computerised calculation of thetax due.
Fgrms wtich are pre-printed or personalised with pre-printed adhesive labels bearing namg
address, VAT number and economic sector and sent to traders.
Entry in the accounts of payments by bank or electronic transer.
Identification ofpersons who have not presented an entry and automatic despatch of a reminder ordemand.
Note 2
DK
The local edp-bookteeping systems contains debt and account functions concerning matters that are notintegrated in nationwide edp-systems.
D(1) In some Hnder the basic relevant tax data are sent with returns on a separate sheel@ For a long time bank transfers have been handled *electronically" in cases involving the return.of
automatically generated (machine.readable) transfer orders sent to taxpayers bv th" authorities
containing firll detaits of the purpose, amount and tax number. These-oiders are then read by
.machine in an authorised bank the amounts are credited to the tax cash of,Ece's bank account andthe data are sent to the tax office on a storage medium. The payment data are then bntered direct inthe cash office's accounts.
More recently all other bank transfers are increasingly being sent *electronically'' on storage mediaby the banlcs' so ont the 9ffon previously involved ininteriig aata is now largely u*"""ri"ry.(3) The banla glve no details of the chels applied for VAf purposes (g 30a of the Tax code,
'?rotection of bank cirstomers").(4) Under the automated procedure for processing provisional rehrrns and advance paymentg. (UWprocedure) this is done through monthly checta on provisional VAT ret*rns and under the
automated tax monitoring procedure for annual refurns.(5) Under the UW procedure and the autoruted procedure for calculating/assessing annual VAT(uSt procedure), returns showing a tax credii undergo arithmetical ptausiuit! checks andplausibility checks against data from earlier returns and from the basic data service i".g. e*no*i"sector number).
The automated tax collection and basic data service procedures involve machine checks on refundsto show up or prevent fraud. The procedure is in operation in ten Liinder ana *ili u inu"a"""a i,the others by 1995.
Automated plausibility checks under the {JW and ust procedures
Penalties aad associated costs fixed under the penalty procedure for minor offenoes are credited tothe cnmputerised accounts. Receipt or payment is monitored uy *-put"r and reminders, finaldemands and notices ofarrears are issued automaticallv
Control informatioq no computerisation-
Pilot apptication currently under development.
In some Linder information on business relationships is stored or reference tax number for
another establishment is filed. However, this does not amount to computerised oo+peration withother tax authorities.
(6)
(7)
(8)
(e)
(10)
-3-
E(l) The registration returns submitted by taxable persons are processed- The returns can be for
inclusiorU removal or amendrnenl One of the items of informatiol 
-p.-to:d"d 
by the system is the
register of taxable p€rsons who have the obligation to submit periodic VAT returns-assessments'
wiich u,akes it po;ible to investigate those who fail to comply with the said obligation'
The rehrrns-assessments submittJ by hrge firms (monthly returns) andtaxable persons entered in
the Register of exporters and intra-community traders (system of montlrly refunds) are processed
for accounting and tax PurPoses.
The quarterly ,"to-r-"rirrments zubmitted by the rerraining tax-payers with periodical
obligations are processed solely for accounting purposes'
Also processed for tax pufposes are the summary returns of an informative character which are
s*bmitted annually by tlie periodic declarane of the tax together with the return-assessment of 
the
last assessment p€riod ofthe year.
There are no pre-printed or personilised forms. Howwer, identiffing labels are sent to taxable
p"t** ,"no *u"t u"" them on the forru they zubmit to the Tax Administration'
biff"r"ot return forms are available depending on the type of tax-payer. ,
With regard to the tiS of payments of ttre taxLy Uank or eletronic transfer and the checks on bank
revenue in the Treasury or'central Banlq see ans'wer to question 18 of the questionn'aire which
;;;;;"t"le of the instihrtions of the Spanish bankingsystem as associated institutions in the
collection process of the Public Finance Department'
See previous note relatin! to point (l). Not all those failing to comply with the obligation to zubmit
returns-assessments are iin"ttig"t"d''for operational reasons'
The regUlarity of returns-assesr*"ott zubmitted by tax-payers requesting monthly refunds who 
are
"nt".Jin the Register 
of exporters and intratommunity traders is checked by computer'
The remaining tax-payers iequest refirnds for the balances in their favour annually' The said
rehrffts 
"r" 
p.o""rt"a by computer with the annual summafy retuns for checking pufposes'
There is no specific autr-pio""ssiog application for control of input vAT credits' In Spain
businesses anO serempffi p"rsoni"t"i.qoired to submit an annual informative return of their
third-parly t an atioos, 
'both 
"u"totn"rs 
and suppliers (S operation is very similar to the
recapihrlative statement of intra-community transactions). The data processing of this informative
rehrrn of third-party transactions makes it possible to some extent to check on the transactioru
declared by traders in their -retunrs-assessments, comparing these with the allocations made by
their customers and supplien in their informative returns'
There is. no specific computer check on payments correspond'ing to fines' since 'in the
administration assessments and'in the inspection certificates no distinction is made for the
treatment given to fines in relation to tax debt'
other uses' 
of transactions with third parties'See point (?) relating to the informative return
Other specific aPPlications are:
INFoRMA Program: computerised system for inquiries about the implementation of
legislation for use by the decentralised services'
- Electronic mait: system for inquiries about applicable procedures'
- Computensed V^At course run by the Schoof of Public Finance for its Distance Learning
Service.
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(e)
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TABLE T5
MEMBER STATES VAT coNTRoL - npRovrNc tffiIFleRsoNs rucrrs eNp eccess to
INFORMATION
Notes
Firms are advised of the control either in writing or by telephone. The control is not announced
irregularities arc susp€cted or ifthere is special control information.
The duration of the visit is estirnated at the start of the control when the auditor has gained a firll
quality ofthe accounts, etc.
if considerable
picture of the
2' The fnl is normally advised which annual acoounts or acounting documents the auditor wishes to have at hisdi+osal during th9 control visit. Depending on the sihration, the auditot may wait qntil the start of the control roprovide the firm with more deailed information.
3 ' The trrm is advised of any demands for palmeng repayments or infringements of the relevant legislation at tle end
ofthe control.
4. Control onclusions are always discussed with the traders if the result is an infringemenl If the control shows that
books are all righl the trader isjust informed about the result withoutany disclssions.5. The results or conclusions nray tre altered if the firm djects; the case nuy be reopened if the firm can produce any
missing documents or wishes to provide new inforrnation on a specific rnatter.
The finn n:€'y appl to the regional customs and tax office an4 if this appeal is rejected, to the admirdstration. In
a number of cases the firm may submit its case to the VAT Board whiih will take the adrninistrative decision.Finally, the frm may take the case to court7' The finns/traders explanation is oontained in a report. Afterwards the firmVtraders rnay provide writteninformation/objections to get conclusions and penalties inanged.I0. Taxpayers are informed/advised during the control visit- but not in advance.ll' When a firm registers, it is sent a guideline on the rights and obligations applyrng both to it and to the control
authorities.
whenever there is any new legislation or changes to existing legislatioq guidelines containing the new rules areiszued
Virnnlly all regional offices have an information department where firms may obtain information about legislation.Firms are invited to information meetings at the regional offtces when legislation, etc., is amended.
Newly-registered firms can attend infornation meetings. If the firm wishes, a trial control visit nuy be conducted
on its premises
IRL
An appeals procedure whereby the Appeal Commissioners, who are independent of the tax authority are empowered to
adudicate in disputes between the tax authority and the taxpayer.
The taxpayer may appeal against estimates of tax due madi against hirn, against a deision that-tre is a axable persorL
against a decision on the rate of tax applicable to particular g*ar or services, and against a refusal of or reduction ih
repayment of tax.
Decisions of the Appeal Cornmissioners may be appealed to the ordinaryjudicial courts by either the tax authority or thetaxpayer.
The procedure for bringing disputes to the Appeal C-ommissioners is utilised effectively. Further appeals to the judicial
courts are less frequent.
Although there is no statutory right to do so, the taxpayer may ask for an extension of time to pay arrears of tax. The taxauthorig may, at its discretioq allow an extension.
when an appeal has been submitted to the Appeal commissioners the tax involved is not payable until the appeal isdetermined' where an estimate is confirmed by the Appeal commissioners, the tax mus be paid before a further appeal
may proceed to the judicial courts.
The administration cannot prevent an appeal being brought where they suspect that,the primary purpose ofthat appeal isto defer payment.
t
Procedure I : [n accordance with Articte 75(3) of the tax procedure code, the order for the examination of documents tobe carried out is communicated to the taxabte person in advance.
Procedure 2: In accordance with Article 75(3) of the tax procedure codq the departmental sched,le deterrnines the area
and scope of the examination of documents.
Procedures 3 and 4: control conclusions are not discussed with traders. However, in accordance with Articles 4 and 5 ofthe tax procedure codg within 30 days of the completion of the examination of the documents, a report must be drawnup with a brief explarntion of where'the taxable person may not be in compliance with the law. Taxable p€rsons arenotified of thc conclusions of the report within g davs.
DK
t.
-J-
.{a
Procedure 5: This type ofprocedure does not exist in Portugal'
procedure g(ii): Taxable persons may appeal on the conclusions of the control either administratively or through the
oourts. Article 90 of the tax Code, inserted in the chapter on ta:ipayers' guaranteel states that taxable persons and
*r** who are jointly and severally liable for payment of ne tax Elay appeal against the tax assessment or contest it onihegrounOsandtermslaiddownintheta:cprocedurecode' 
-- 
.L- L-
As a nrlq appeals do not bave suspensory effect However, where the tax was calculated on the basis of estimates owing
to the non-availability of the data needed to assess the tax properly, there is a compulsory assessment 
procedure which is
susp€nsory and is laid down in Article 84 of the tax Code'
In addition to this procedue, in accordance with Article 84 of the tax procrdure code taxable persons may appeal to the
review committee agains thi decision establishing the ta:<able base on the grounds ttlat it was incorrectly calctlated as a
result ofindicator-based methods. Such appeals Jso bave suspensory effect. This procedure is outside the struchfe ofthe
departments.
The guarantees contained in the tax administration procedures inclu{e administrative claims as governed by Article 95
ff. of the tax procedure code. These claims are also 
"tigiUt" 
for appeals through the official channels in accordance with
Article 100(t) of the tax procedure code, the appeals being governed by Article 9l ff' of the same code'
Appeals procedures are excluded only in the case of deciiions of the revision committees referred to in Article 
84(l) of
the tax procedure code on appeals ,g"io"t the calculation ofthe taxable base using indicator$ased methods'
claims for refund or tax jovernoiby Article 120 ff. are provided for in judicial procedures on taxatiofi which are
intended to provide judicial protection for legally ptot""t"d rights and interests in respect of tax. The scope of these
procedures ii taiA aown in Article 118 ofthe tax procedure code'
Procedure 9: There is no minimum time period fixed'
procedure l0: Taxable persons are informed by official communications of the means of redress at their disposal'
pr"*d*" l1: Taxable persons' righs are also protected in the following ways:
Right to information (Article 20 of the ux procedure code)
The right to information @vers' in particular:
(a) clarification,s on interpretation of tax laws and the most convenient and sound means of complying with them;
(b) information on how taxpayerJ requests or appea.ls are progressing and when they are likely to be finalised:
(c) binding prior information;
(d) informing accused persons of the existence, nature and source of malicious unconfirmed accusatiors against them;
(e) allowing taxpayers fi ,rrrit representatives access to indivialual files prirperly organised and kept by the tax
authorities.
The right to explanation (Article 2l ofthe tax procedure code):
(a) decisions on tax matters affecting the legally piotected rights or interests of taxable persons must state the facrual and
legal grounds on which tley were reached;
(b) Taxable personsare entitled to an explanatory statement accopPanlng decisions'
In additioq whenever amendments are made by the VAT administration departments, information leaflets for 
taxpayers
are produced containing the necessary instructiorn on how to comply with the legislative changes or new 
procedural
nrtes sent along with the periodic returns to all taxable persons under the normal arrangements'
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Anner I
Checla on registretion end VAT identification number t
l. Entitlement to register: AIl Member states check based on
declaration filed
2. Failurc to register: - cross-check with other ta;c data:
F,I, NL
- iirformation obtained from other
government departments, 
€.g.
commercial court regtster,
trading lists: B, D, F, L
active investigation and
controls: B, F, NL, P, UII IRL,
DK
- information received from other
traders, e.g. by control visits: B,
D, E, NL,IIK DK
- examination of professional
association publications: L
- press advertisements: D, L, NL,
UK
3. Entitlement to keep an - no checl<s: D
attributed vAT identification - check, if no returns, repeated nil
' number: returns: B, G& E, RL;L, UK
, control visits: B, UK
t Sour"": Member States Responses to E.C. euestionnaire 1994
Annex 2
Sanctions in case of invoice without VAT identil-rcation number 
r
Provided for in:
No provision in:
B, DK G& g IRL,I, L, NL, P
UK (if repeatedly not mentioned)
D, F (except in fraud cases)
I Source: Member States Responses to B.C. Questionnaire 1994
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nnex 3
Means of checking the volume of supplies effected by non-established taxabie persons l
- Information exchange between Mernber States:
- Control oftax representatives:
- Information from third parties:
- Press advertisements:
- Planned: mandatory information obligations for non
established ta,xable persons:
- Active investigation:
B, DK D, G& E, IRL, NL
B, DK
. D,4L,DK
D,F,L
P
D,I.IK IRL
Control of intra-community acquisition of new means of transport by final consumers r
Tax payment condition for registration or registration B, DK D, F,IRL, r, L, NL, p, uK
cross-check:
Customs controls GR
Automatic exchange of information: B, DK IRL, T'K
Means of control of intra-community supplies transported by the buyer l
l. Check of trade documents (invoices, written orders,
bank statements etc.):
2. Active investigation ifgrounds for suspicion:
- common intbrest of persons taking part in the
transactioq e.g. associated enterprises:
- tpe and nature of sold goods (e.g. pleasure boats,
camping cars):
3. For cases where purchaser collected goods: Control of
VAT number:
4. Exchange of information with other Member States:
B,DKF,IL,NL.P
DK NL
DK )U-
DK
all Member States
' Source: Mcmbcr States Responses to E.C. euestionnaire 1994
Annex 4
Member States experiences in the Application of Council Directive 76l308tEF,C 
I
On mutual assistance for the recovery of claims resulting from
operations forming part of the system of financing the
EuropeanAgriculturalGuidanceandGuaranteeFund,andof
agricultural levies and customs duties 2
l. No problems identified : DK L, P, UK
2. Contact and information problems :
- complicated Procedure :D
' 
- difficulties to contact competent authorities : E, NL
- language problems, e.g. due to non standardised accompanying documentation : E
- no reply in certain cases : F
- lack of regular consultations : NL 
NL
- co-ordingtion problems if more thun? MS concerned :
- insufficient supply of information needed to trace debtor : IRL
- lack of infor4ation about time limits for claims recovery : F
3. Problems due to insufficient harmonisation :
- unharmonised legislation: G\ I
- diverging degree of liabilitY : F
: MS with significant control and enforcement power disadvantaged compared to
otherMS :F
4. Slow procedure. insufficient outcome : D, F, NL
- no preference of tax debt in the requested MS : B
- no possibility of precautionary measures : E
5. Cost of proceedines : E
I Source: Member States Respomes to E'C' Questionnaire 1994
2 Ref. Conncil Directive TgtL}TllEECof 6 December 1979 amending Directive 761308
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ANNEX 5
THE INTER.NONNTC ACPOTIimI{TS OX GUPNLINES FOR IMPLEMENTING
SIMT'LTANEOUSAUDITS
Axnxuwr,n
The Nordic countries @enmark, Finland, Nonray, Sweden) have prepared guidelines to
make their work in undertaking simultaneous audits of large **p*i"s, *ho 
"urry 
out
their activities in several countries, more efficient.
A simultaneous audit means an arrangement between two or more parties to examine
simultaneously and independently, each on its own territory the tax affairs of taxable
persons in whom they have a cornmon or related interest, with a view to exchanging any
relevant information which they might obtain.
The main purposes of such simultaneous audits are to determine a taxable person,s correct
liability where e.g. costs are shared and profits allocated between taxpayers in different ta:<jurisdictions, or to tackle apparent ta:< avoidance techniqu", o, in cases of unreported
incomg illegal payments, etc.
Below the Commission summarises aspects covered by Guidelines for Implementing Inter-
Nordic Simultaneous Audits which themselves refer to the OECDI Nfoad egt"il"nt fot
the undertaking of simultaneous tax examinations l.
a) Responsibility and Management .. 
,
Overall responsibility for simultaneous control lies with the heads of the tax control
departments of the individual countries.
A project goup, consisting of one member fiom each country involved, is set up to
plan and undertake the controls. This gtroup would appoint tire country that will be
responsible for co-ordination" This would normally be the country proposing a
company for simultaneous audit, or where the company has its mait odce.-Thet-
ordinator has a list of responsibilities covering the convening ofjoint meetings, the
selection ofjoint tax control areas, ensuring that general tai control informalon is
collected and distributed, monitoring progress and preparing the final analyses, etc.
Selection of companie
The Nordic agreement does not use objective criteria fike risk analysis in the
selection of companies for control. Rather companies are appointed on ihe basis of
their suitability for simultaneous tax control. Th; choice of tax control subjects could
b)
I oEcp c(92)BtEinal
-2-
c)
d)
be based on the examples given by the OECD. e.g. if there is an indication of tax
avoidance and evasion; substaniiat non-compliance of tax law: if forms of
international tax planning which if tackled might generate additional tax yleld in
participating states.
Planning of ta;r control
Detailed guidelines for the implementation of the control are agreed at a joint
meeting 6r each selected company. Prior to this an initial investigation of the
**puiy is undertaken e.g. of their financial and accounting systems. The selected
company may be invited to attend the planning meeting'
Co-ordination of ta:r control procedures
At the planning meeting tax control areas of mutual interest and conditions of
assistance alongwith the time schedule for implementation will be determined- 
-The
discussions wiil agree the extent to which tax control information should be
exchanged. This can include agreements that auditors from one country participate in
investigations in other countries.
Communication between auditors
To ensure that participating auditors are fully and continuously informed on control
progression and resulti information sheets and newsletters, are used'
Consultations
For participating auditors so as to allow the exchange of experience and to discuss
further initiatives regular meetings are held. Such meetings are always held before the
conclusion of an investigation at a firm.
Completion ofthe case and final report
A meeting is held to discuss conclusions and to agree on a conrmon attitude by the
individuJcountries to the mmpany for the problems found in the areas covered by
the to( control. The meeting will allow an overall evaluation of the project. The
progress on all projects are r-eported to the heads of the tax control departments of
the Nordic countries on a regular basis.
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Annex 7
COMPUTER-GUIDED ATIDIT EXPERT SYSTEMS IN MEMBER STATES
BELGIUM:
None
DENMARK:
ESKORT -an information based specialist assistance system- was introduced in
1989 for use in VAT controls. Since then the system has been constantly improved
and extended.
The system is now used at all stages of controls of VAT, employers and payroll tor
and on lst October 1994 will be extended to ta>( controls and EAGGF controls.
The system will then contain instruments which can be used to back up all stages of
the co-ordinated controls. Before a control visit starts, all relevant information
about firms in the central system will be downloaded to ESKORT. On the bases of
this information the system will be able to help the user draw up an audit plan-
GERMANY:
No expert system is currently in use.
mainly take the form of Programs
administration.
Computerised aids for on-the-spot inspections
developed for this purpose inside the tax
GREECE:
The administration are examining the feasibility of introducing expert systems m
Greece, initially for the control of large companies'
FRANCE:.
At the end of 1993, the Directorate-General for Taxation made available to its
departments a software programme called OSIRIS to assist in desk control- It is
b-ased on the technique of expert systems.
The application allows:
- consultation of the direct tax and VAT
companies. Automatic data collection is
collected by the user where necessary;
returns of industrial and commercial
planned. Ivfissing information can be
- control of the consistency from the accounting point of view of tax files;
- detailed analysis of the data present in the database on the bases of a group of 62
possible areas for investigation. Some of these relate more specifically to VA-T
(concordance direct taxes/VAT, study of the assets-side and liabilities-side of the
balance sheet...);
- documents to be made av,ailable (analysis report, ratio tables) intended to facilitate
diagnostics which must be drawn up by the inspector.
8J
-2-
This software is used in the inspections administering taxpayers' files. It may, for
example, allow greater depth in the desk control relating to a taxpayer who has
previously been selected on the basis of information from other Member States
concerning intra-Community VAT.
IRELAND:
None
ITALY:
In Italy an expert system assisting tar inspection is currently being tested at the tar<
authorities and the Guardia Fnatrza. The qystem provides users with two tlpes of
quite distinct functions. The first function provides operational support for
computerising inspection activities. The second function is a decision-making one
and provides indications and suggestion for identi$ing ta,x evasion using control
functions. The expected advantages from using the system are that inspection
activities will be speeded up and standardised and know-how can be shared for the
purpose of training less experienced users.
L{IXEMBOIIRG:
The Luxembourg tax authorities are currently studying expert systems similar to
ESKORT to find out the minimum amount of information required to make a
computer system economically viable and whether such systems can be rapidly
adapted to suit the authorities requirements.
NETFIERLANDS:
An expert program ESCORT has been developed to assist the preparation and
supervision of controls. Data from central systems can be downloaded onto
ESCORT and then compared with data from the trader's own accounts. The
progi'arh also provides technical back-up for the various taxes and assistrthce h the
design of the control programme. It is also used for processing the results of
controls and producing the inspection report. Officers carrying out controls are
supplied with portable personal computers so that they can use the program in the
course of inspections.
PORTUGAL:
None.
SPAIN:
None
UMTED KINGDOM:
VATPACE (VAT portable applications in a iontrol environment) used in VAT
Collections.
DOS based and containing a suite of applications and utilities, it enables visiting
' officers to concentrate more on matters ofjudgement rather than routine.
Cunently Windows based systems (for even greater flexibility) are being developed,
also added will be options for accessing a trader's historic return submission date,
and an EC VAT registration number verifier.
-l-
Annex 8
vAT REFUI\DS - CONTROL TECHNIQTIES APPLmD
BET,GIIIM:
The individual taxpayer files to be checked are selected by a. automated procedure on the
basis of various parameters designed to establish the plausibility of the tax credits
declared. The files selected are examined on the basis of the dossier in the tax authorities
possession or at the taxable persons head office on the basis of the accounts and the
documents wJrich the latter must keep in accordance with the VAT legislation.
In additiorL the amount of VAT repayable, for which an express claim for repayment has
been made, is checked systematically. This is done at the control office on the basis of the
original documents supporting the claim and, if necessary, on the spot when the request is
made by person established in Belgium.
The plausibility of the quarterly returns is checked for each taxable person concerned
using a variety of criteria. These criteria are based on an examination of the individual
situation of the taxable person and a comparison of a number of factors, including:
- pre-existing VAT debt(s);
- iaxable person having commenced activity less than two years previously
- amount to be repaid in relation to lhe system for sending in returns (turnover);
- comparisons of.the amount to be repaid with the amount of repayments for the
previous four quarters;
- entry on a repayment control list during the previous year;
- so called "risk" sectors.
Certain ta:<able personi in possession of an authorisation issued by the administration may
obtain monthly repayment of their tax credit when this reaches BFR 10 000. These are
taxable p"rsons, who in the course of the previous calendar year, have carried out exempt
transactions (qxports, intracommunity deliveries, etc.) to a value at least 30 % of their
turnover and who, in the same period, have had a tax excess of BFR 500 000 or more. A
list of these taxable persons requesting the repayment of their tax credit is drawn up for
each VAT control office on the basis of information from the periodic returns.
DENMARK:
A series of control data has been drawn up from the computer system for the purposes of
planning controls of VAT refunds (payments control). This information is drawn up in
respect of seven specific categories:
l) Negative returns from normal firms which do not come under category 7 and
which meet one of the following conditions:
- negative ta:< liability exceeding DKR 50 000
- negative tax liability between DKR 15 000 and DKR 50 000 or of more than
DKR 30 000 in the last fwo periods without payment controls.
6tr
-2-
2) Negative returns exceeding DKR 2000, which do not fall under category 7 or !
and which meet one ofthe following conditions:
- negative ta:< liability of between DKR 15 000 and DKR 50 000;
- total arrears exceeding DKR 2000;
- at least one missing return;
- more than DKR 30 000 in negative ta;< liability in the latest four settlement
periods without a control;
- VAT-registered for less than nine months;
- control leading to adjustment within the last two years:
3) Negative returns exceeding DKR 2000 which are not in categorie s'i,2, or l.
4) Negative returns from firms with monthly or weekly settlement (special contrsl
procedures).
5) Negative returns from firms with a credit limit.
6) Negative returns, with the exception of ex post negative returns obtained as a
result of controls
7) Negative returns from normal firms currently subject to guidance or controls.
From these control lists, computer searches and any information in the firms file, a
decision has to be taken on whether the returns can be approved on the basis of the data
available (possibly supplemented by telephone calls to the firm) or whether a control of
the firm is necessary
'The purpose is to identify returns where there is a risk of a refund being wrongty granted,
especially returns in categories l, 2,5, and 6. The basis for the negative tax liability is
examined during the control ofrefunds, i.e. both the firms sales and purchases are checked
to ensure that the ta:< liability is in conformity with legal provisions and the firm's
activities.
ITTETHTRLANDS:
Each trader is assigned an indMdual negative norrn in the computerised VAT
administration. New traders are automatically given a negative no* of I guilder. The
result of this system is that all negative returns and claims for refunds which exceed the
nonn are singled out and examined by the administration. This ryay be done by examining
the file, requesting documents (invoices etc.) or by conducting an inspection on the spot.
Inquiries may also be made with third parties, for example the party issuing a particular
invoice. The necessary internal control measures are taken within the Tax Department to
ensure that decisions on claims for refunds are correct.
-3-
PORTUGAL:
Overall the'procedures take account of the States need to establish the legitimasy of
refunds in an effective way with adequate guarantees as far as this is possible, and they
also aim to avoid burdening companies with extra costs which could jeopardise their
competitiveness.
So, instead of a guarantee, tanable person may:
a) in the case of intracommunity transfers, submit a declaration issued by the credit
institution which is handling the transfeq providing that the sale price amount has
been or is to,be transferred by the institution.
b) in the case of exports to third countries, submit a photocopy of the export document
issued by the relevant customs office.
In addition to any inspection visits to companies which may prove necessaql, the
legitimacy of refunis is also verified by the tax authorities carrying out internal checks on
alpfications for refunds of over 1,5 million escudos. For this purpose, taxable persons
must provide certain supporting documents enabling an initial check to be carried out on
the authenticity and legitimacy of the credit in question.
Ifthe data analysed indicate that an on-the-spot check is needed, an external inspection
will be conducted.
UNIIED KINGDOM
Checks are carried out on claims and only indirectly on "traders" in the first instance.
Claims are subject to a series of separate automated test. The tests at their simplest
compilre the amount currently claimed with past claim history, taking aocount of the
trade/s reliability if known. Claims from newly registered traders and first, or infrequent,
claims from other traders undergo additional tests, designed to help identify potential
fraudsters. The value of the claim is used to decide automatically whether a credibility
query should be raised and, if so, whether inquiries before or after repaymentof the claim
"pp* justified. Each test. comprises a number of components 
for which variable
parameters (in a pre-set range) are applied. Adjustments to parameters is a feature
iargeting the control effort. Stringent security is maintained over this'operation.
Claims which fail the automated test are subject to manual scrutiny. Those claims which
have not yet been paid are examined centrally by people who have immediate access to
additionat data and who are empowered to make decisions on whether repayment may
now be made, and whether any further inquiries are needed post payment' Further
inquiries are referred to VAT Offices whether visits to the traders are appropriate- Most
inquiries on unpaid claims, and fewer on paid claims, require immediate visits by control
staff.
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Annex 10
co-oPERATIoNWITHOTHERMEMBERSTATESAND/OR
THIRD couNTRm,s rN C0MBATING VAT -FRAUDS G{
ADDITIONToTHEMUTUALASSISTANCEPR0VIDEDFoR
IINDERDTRECTI\rE77ngglcfjuoF19'12'1977\l
BELGITIM:
The Benelux Convention on the recovery of Ta:res of 5th September 1952'
The agreement of 2fth Aprit 1969 on administrativl and criminal-law co-operation
inthemattersofregulationsconnectedwiththerealisationoftheBenelux
Economic Union andihe supplementary protocol l"ytng down special provisions
concerning ta(es-
The special agreement between Belgian and France. Direct and immediate co.-
op..utiot pro""dut.t are being tried in the VAT field'
VAT-controls of multinational companies on an experimental bases are being
undertaken in co-operation with UI! Denmark and Spain'
DENIVIARK:
The Nordic Assistance Convention Article 12 concerning assistance in tax
matters. Several simultaneous audits have been carried out'
VAT-controls of multinational companies on an-experimental bases are being
undertaken in co-operation with III! Belgium and Spain'
GERMAITTY:
, No indication.
GREECE:
. Bilateral co-operation with usA and Scandinavian countries.
FRAITTCE:
'Tax conventions providing for assistance in recovery of vAT withMonaco, Benin'
Burkina ruro, 'c*.ro6r," central African Republic, Ivory Cost, GaborL
Madagascar, tutati, tutauritania' Nger, Senegal'-Togo and Mayotte' Assistance
occurs when the VAT debtor is-esiablished in one of these countries or in
Mayotte and the proceedings taken in France have not allowed the debts to be
recovered.
Bilateral experiment in VAT control with UK'
IREI,AND:
MemorandumofUnderstandingwithlJKHMCustoms&Exciseof29thJuly
|gg2.rneuouprovidesfor-operationalco-operationregardingtherisktotax
revenues in trade'between Northern keland and the Republic of Ireland. A
programme of audit and control visits is agreed each year whereby traders
inuotu"O in cross-border trade are selected for control action'
I Source: Member States Responses to E'C' Questionnaire 1994
-2-
ITALY:
Agreements on undertaking simultaneous control exercises with USA F.rance and
Austria.
LIXEMBOIIRG:
The co-operation ofBenelux countries (see BELGIUM above).
NETHERI"ANDS:
The co-operation of Benelux countries (see BELGIUM above).
Administrative assistance arrangements with the following countries relating to
VAT on imports, exports and transit ofgoods:
-agreement of 7th September 1967 with Belgiung Germany, France, Italy and
Luxembourg on mutual assistance between the various customs authorities
-agreement of 20th December 1983 with Norway on mutual administrative
assistance in customs matters
-agreement df 20th March 1985 with Sweden on mutual administrative assistance
in customs matters
-agreement of 4th April 1984 wilh Finland on mutual administrative assistance in
customs matters
PORTUGAL:
Discussions have begun with Spain with a view to drawing up a protocol on
bilateral co-operation in the area of intracommunity VAT control. -
SPAIN:
VAT-controls of multinational companies on an experimental bases are being
undertaken in co-operation with UK, Belgium and Denmark. Discussions with
Portugal (as above)
UNITED KINGDOM:
VAT-controls of multinational companies on an experimental bases are being
undertaken in co-operation with Belgrunr, Denmark and Spain.
Bilateral experiment in VAT control with France.
Co-operation between Northern Ireland and the Republic of keland (see
IRELAND above).
"\
Annex 11
Information access on debtor's finan0ial position I
Member StatesType of information
B, DK D, E, F,I, L, PI. Tax registers and records
B
B, GR., F
IRL, P, DK
F, P, DK
DK F,IRL, P
Z. Other registers and official sources
- courts
- mortgage
- land
- vehicle
- commercial and business
DK E, F,I, NL
o,6& f.I., P (excePtionallY)
not allowed in L
DK D, E, F, NL, UK4. Third parties
I Source: Member States Responses to E'C' Questionnaire 1994
                                                                           90
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Anner 12
Bankruptcies. VAT written offor remitted in millions of national currency in the
years 1991-1993.
(1) Insolvency: 172,2 (199I),135,7 (1992),24,2 (t993).
(2) Including. composition proceedings.
(3) Liquidation amounts (bankruptcy procedure seldom used).
(a) Including write-off
Source: Member States Responses to E.C. Questionnair e 1994
Member
State
l99t t992 1993
Bankruptcy
amount
Pct. ofto-
tal revenue
Bankruptcy
amount
Pct. ofto-
tal revenue
Bankruptqr
amount
Pct. ofto-
tal revenue
(1)
(2)
(3)
(2)
(3)
(4)
B
DK
D
GR
E
F
IRL
I
L
NL
P
UK
72,2
334,3
32420,0
610
27,7
509.8
0,015
0,186
4,880
0,299
0,120
1-505
4,5
689,0
35970,0
4rO
39,2
530.6
0,001
0,348
5,373
0,184
0,151
t-413
612
813,1
22257,0
402lo,o
2,0
77,4
t289-6
0,ool
0,376
6,314
0,089
0,269
3.4r9
Annex 13
DEFERRED PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS '
\.,
YES NO
Local decision
or central docision?
B, DK D, E, F, I, NL, UK
DK G& IRL, L (above certain amounts)
B, E, D, I,NL
G& IRL, L
F, UK
Ma:rimumtime?
- up to 6 months
- up to I Year
- up to 3 Years
- more
n flnstalmen$
DK (3m), GR (24m), UK
B,LL,NL
IRL
E,F
D @eferment)
Rescheduling possible? B, E, F, D,I,NL, UK IRL (only exceptional), L
Revocable? B, E, F, D, IRL, I, NL, UK
lnterest charged? all Member States excePt UK IJK
Rate higler than bank rates? B, DK G& F,IRL, L E, D, NL
Refusal if bad paYment history? B, E,IRL,I, NL, UK D (but closer observance)
Obliged to pay current tax? B, DK E, D, IRL, t, NL, UK
Measure agreed if
a) other'finance possibilities
available?
IRL
except'case 3 below: E, D (instatnent)
except cases 2, 3 below: I
B, DK G& F, L, NL, UK
D (defermen! except case I below)
b) guarantees? IRL, L
except cases 2, 3 below: I, NL
except case 3 belorv: B, DII E, F,
D (instalrnent)
GR, UK
D (defermeng excePt case I below)
c) serious distress by
enforcement?
GR
except case 3 below: DI( E, F, D, IRL
except cases 2, 3 below: I
NL, UK
d) imminentbankruPrcY? all Member States
l. ifdistress due to reasons not to
be influenced by taxPayer
except case d) above: DK E, F, D, IRL, I
except cases a), c), d) above: NL, UK
2. negligence except case d) above: }*Irlrfu,*t
exceptcasec) above: D (deferment)
I, NL, UK
3. abuse, fraud B, DK E, F, D, I, NL, UK
IRL: except cases a), b) abovc
Notes
In Portugal VAT is not deferrable
I Source: EC VAT scnrinitr Londorr 199{
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ANNEX14
Nlrroxlr, oBrEcrrvEs AND I(py prnronumtcr nrotc.lTons I
MS Comment
B The two main national objectives reported are:
-that at teast 50% of the files controlled relate to persons carrying out intra-
community transactions ( I 993).
-20% of persons filing a return under Article 53b of the vAT code will be
controlled for the whole of 1993.
DK Total goals for the control of revenue are determined. uut ttt v are not
specified for different types of control visit or on VAT. Fiom 1994 rcontracts'
are being agreed with regional offices onrthe definition of objectives and the
allocation of resources for the following year.
D There are no quantitative objectives. rage firms to be inspected every + years
for all exercises.
E No specific objective or indicators reported.
F Performance indicators set include:
- rate of implementation of the verification programme
- number of reminders sent and abandonments sent
- amount of penalties applied
- number of criminal proceedings
GR Targetyields from controls expressed as a proportion of oviral vAr revenua
Target for the number of controls expressed -as a proportion of the annual
number ofVAT account final declarations
I A_llnrehensive range of 47 indicators are used to monitor anAiompare ttre
administrative offices functions,on a national, regional and local.basis. These
fall under the following main headings:
a) the measur€ment of quantitative objectives (6 indicators)
b) utilisation of staffresources (Z indicators)
c) measurement of qualitative objectives (15 indicators)
d) evaluation ofresults obtained (19 indicators)
IRL Specific objectives aird indicators are currently being devetoped,
L Local rather than national objectives upplied.
specifically.
NL No specific objectives or indicators reported.
P Computerised system for Performance itdicitors@
national inspection plan to measure quality and quantity of the effpctiveness of
inspection departments. Efficiency indicators measure .resources used: time
takerL number of staff involved and miscellaneous costs. performance
indicators measure extent to which goals in annual plan are met with regard to
quantity i.e. number of operations and quality, corrections to the ta><abie base
and corrections to underpaid tax.
Combining efficiency and performance indicators gives an indication of cost
effectiveness.
I Sorrrcc: Mcnrbcr Stalcs Rcsponses to E.C. eucstionnaire I994
1'f
-2-
National objectives:
- to ensure management, collection and paymint on time of VAT
- to maximit" th. potential yietd by tafgeting resources effectively and
encouraging voluntary compliance by businesses
- to proviie businesseswith full and understandable information about VAT
Eff ciency indicitors include:
- gross and net underdeclarations found on assurance visits
- iet aAditional liability found per half day 'session' of allocated assuran@s
resources .
- achieving progressive reductions in VAT alrears.
1g
Annex 15
Estimates of Cost Performance in administering VAT I
Member States
f
Cost Performence
Estimatc
Yes/l{o
Pourcentagc of VAT
income
B Yes il.03%
D Yes a.2Yo
DK
E Yes 0.8 - lyo
.Yes r.6%
GR Yes a.zYo
I
IRL Yes c.'lo/o
L
NL Yes 0.9%
PT Yes. No figures supplied
UK Yes 0.8%
Note
l) For those Member States for which a cost estimate is shown the costs are expressed
as a percentage of the VAT receipts in the year.
iD Some Member States do not undertake such exercises (L, t DK) whilst some others
do not carry out the exercise each year (B, D, GR).
iir) The specific costing methodologies used by the individual Member States were not
communicated (except NL) '
I Source: Mernber States Responses to E.C. euestionn;aire 1994
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ANNEX 16
DEFT\ITIoN oF EVASIoN AND ABUSE oF'f,HE LAW I
MS Comment
B Distinctions between indMdual and organised evasion are only made on a local
basis by the controlling officials.
DK No distinctions made between individual and organised evasion oftax.
D Tax abuse is where a legal contrivance is used that is excessive in comparison
with the aim pursued, is designed to reduce tax and cannot be justified on
economic or other significant non-tax-related grounds.
Tax evasion is where there is deliberate deception of the ta:r authorities as
regards a' taxpayels circumstances to obtain a reduction in tores or
unwarranted tax advantages. Deception may involve gMng the tax or other
authorities incorrect or incomplete details of facts relevant for tax purposes or
failngto inform the tax authorities of such facts where required to do so.
E Not reported.
F There is no definition of ta:< avoidance either in law or in court judgements.
The tax authorities do not distinguish it from evasion.
Tax evasion presupposes both an element of intent (will to escape the tac) and
a material element (recourse to illegal proceedings, such as absence of return,
dissimulition of income). It therefore constitutes an infringgment of tax law.
No distinction is drawn between individual evasion and organised evasion.
GR There is a distinction between tax evasion and abuse of the law. In the latter
case the tax is levied. Tax is charged together with fines and surcharges if
appropriate
I One of the differences between fraud (e.g. issuing or using invoices for
fictitious transactions) and evasion (e.g. failure to invoice taxable transactions)
is that the former is always subject to criminal penalties in addition to the value
of the evaded ta4 whereas the latter is an offence only if the evaded toc is over
a certain amount fixed by law. Otherwise, only administrative penalties may be
applied. Another difference is that in the case of evasion traders are entitled to
make amends voluntarily within certain deadlines and have the penalties
reduced, whereas in the case of fraud this opportunity is excluded.
No distinction is made between indMdual fraud and organised fraud.
t Source: Member States Responses to E.C. Questionnaire 1994
-2- 17
IRL From an operational viewpoint there is usually no distinction made between
evasion and abuse of the tax. What appears in the first instance to be abuse of
the law may in the final analysis turn out to be evasion.
Organised evasion (e.g. collusion between parties to defraud) may rezult in
heavier monetary penalties and/or criminal prosecution depending on the
evidence.
L Reported not applicable.
NL Evasion is understood in the Netherlands to mean contravening the statutory
regulations. A taxpayer who is found to have evaded tax receives a
supplementary assessment and may be liable to penalties. Avoidance is taken to
mean acting in a way that is contrary to the spirit of a provision of national or
European law but without actually contravening a statutory regulation.
Avoidance can only be combated by amending the national legislatioq if
necessary after obtaining authorisation from the Council of the European
Communities to derogate from a Directive.
It is reported as being impossible to make a distinction between individual and
organised fraud.
P In Portugal there is no distinction betweer fraud and abuse of law.
A distinction is made between tax crimes (oimes fiscais) and talr offences
(contra-ordanag6es fiscais) in the legal framerrork for ta:c offences other than
customs offences (RIIFI{A).
Tax evasion covers unlaurful practices with the intent of not settling, remitting
or paying tax or unduly obtaining tar benefits, refunds or other financial
advantages which would reduce tax revenue.
UK' The investigation ofevasion must prove intent and dishonesty and is dependant
upon many issues, including the size of the fraud. Investigatbns are either
criminally or bivilly based. Individuals or companies can be, and arg held liable
for both penalties and arrears. Where there are concerted attacks on the
"system", the first option will normally be to prosecute.
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AMrEx 17
MEAsURE}TENT OF EVAsION oN A NATIONAL SC.I,M I
MS Comment
B No specific data or procedures.
DK No specffic data or procedures.
D No specific data or procedures.
E Not reported.
F Trends monitored in the results of tax controls and fiscal receipt forecasts
against actual returns.
GR Comparisons of macroeconomic data (private consumption and investment
against family budgets).
T The impact is measured by comparing the data from assessments made with the
data on traders VAT returns.
IRL No procedures operating at present
L A feasibility study is currently being performed by the National Statistical
Institute (STATEC)
NL Nqspecific data or procedures.
P The number of new verification proceedings are monitored daily.
TIK There is continuous monitoring of criminal and evasion statistics from which
then is produced a national profile each year.
I Source: Member States Responses to E.C. Questionnaire 1994
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Annex 18
TYPES OF EVASION AND TYPICAL SECTORS 
'
Evasion commonly takes several familiar forms and arises more frequently in certain trade
- sectors than others
T}rpes ofEvasion
- Failure to issue invoicesr
- Issuing of false or fictitious invoices
- Underdeclared sales
- Exports to non-Member States
- Amounts deducted twice
- Displacement of period
- VAT deducted without supporting documents
- Credit notes not booked
- Undeclared or falsified intracommunity purchases
- Fictitious intra-community deliveries
- Companies with short lives who register and disappear-
- Use ofwrong VAT numbers / fictitious firrns
- Fictitious livestock exports
Typical high risk sectors
- Manufacturing
- Trading and distribution
- Construction
- Service Sector
e.g. employment agencies; hotels and restaurants; supply to private individuals
- Transport vehicles
- Commercial intermediaries
- Whole sale and retailing traders
- Clothing
- Drinks, brewing
- Cash and carry
- Livestock
I Source: Member States Responses to E.C. Questionnaire 1994
1@
ANNEX 19
COUNTERING ORGANISED FRATJD AND EVASION1S
AxnxulPr,B
Below the Commission summarises the presentation made by DK - at the second seminar
in Bonn (November 1993). This is a practical example of a control exercise canied out
against organised fraud in ihe cleaning sector in the Copenhagen region
A co-ordinated and simultaneous control operation yielded around DKR 100 million with
a furtherDKR 50 million expected in fines.
The investigation was initiated as when VAT evasion was detected in the form of turnover
shrinkage in the cleaning companies.
The Danish identified a sysiematic evasion method. Companies would have a short life,
initially submitting correct VAT returns and paying the amounts due, but then after 6-7
months stopping their returns and payments-
If a firm was considered for control it would stop trading, only to re-emerge as a new
legal'entity continuing the same business activities, with the same staffand customers, but
a new manager.
Using their VAT database the Danish administration undertook a search using various
parameters to identify the companies to be controlled and additional information sought.
Penalm,rnns
Age: company no more than2 Years old
Names: similar sounding: spelling of successive company names.
Turnover: compared with payroll costs
ADDITIONAL INFORMA.TION
- Hotels and restaurants were asked to supply the names of cleaning firms used and the
total contract price .
- Copies of cleaning contracts requested.
One region selected 40 cleaning companies for control. Control was done by unannounced
visits to companies to collect all relevant accounting materials (e.9. invoices issued by the
company; purchase vouchers; wages and salaries accounts; customer files; contracts).
Assets of companies were confiscated
a /la1
NIrunr oF DIscR.EPANcms DIScovERED
The underlying fraud discovered was to conceal the costs of staff by drawing up false
invoices from a subcontractor for the amount which has been partly used for trndeclared
payments to the labour force and partly for the operators own profit. Thus
- customers are omitted from company turnover
- use of fictitious supplies i.e. companies established exclusively to provide legal
documentation for expenses who disappear very quickly.
CoxsreunrqrHr, EvAsIoN
Such VAT evasion often indicates evasion in the direct income tax, social services, and
unemployment funds as staff draw public benefit while receiving undeclared income from
, such firms. The Danish identified an impact on VAT and other particularly direct income
taxes.
A number of the organisers have disappeared often leaving the country. Police and
customs staff are alerted.
RESTILTSAND FINDINGS
Summaries were cornmunicated to other regions for information.
In total3l of 40 cases irregularities discovered. In 2l of 40 cases reports prepared with a
view to prosecution
The success of the operation in terms of control results fuotentially DKR 150 million) was
{ualified by the inability of many traders to pay. This irivolved a considerable increase in
VAT arrears.'Seizure of firms assets reduced this potential loss by about 10%. '
- the control operation effectively stopped the fi.rms and stifled the activities. The users of
such services hotels and restaurants are now less motivated to use them.
- this control case received wide media attention in Denmark-
Source: EC VAT Seminar Bonn 1993
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